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THE POTTERY

C. A. Ireland

Editor's note: this report is as written in 1989 and is presented here as it has not been
superseded by further work on medieval pottery in the Cirencester area.

INTRODUCI'ION

There was a very high incidence of residual finds,
including pottery; large, contemporary groups of
material were few, making it impracticable to
examine the pottery in terms of 'key groups'. No
attempt has been made to use the pottery, therefore,
to establish detail about the site and its inhabitants by
spatial analysis. The pottery is also of limited value in
providing dating. Most assemblages, particularly in
the early medieval period, are composed of 'locally'
produced domestic wares, whose production period
is little understood. Independent dating for this
material, from coins or other finds, is almost wholly
lacking, and dating therefore rests largely upon the
stratigraphic position of the context, or on associated
pottery types for which parallels can be found on
non-local sites. There is also a problem with
long-lived pottery industries represented only by
featureless sherds, or with regional products for
which parallels could not be found.

The abbey is the first and largest post-Roman site
to have been excavated in Cirencester in its own
right. With the exception of St John's Hospital there
arc no other comparable sites with published pottery
evidence (Vince 1982, 202-7). The factors oudioed
above limit the archaeological uses of the pottery and
were understood when pottery analysis began.
However, because the emphasis in Cirencester has so
often been towards researching the Roman town, it
was important to establish the basis for a
post-Roman type-fabric series for Cirencester, and to
examine the sources of supply.

METHODOLOGY

The pottery was sorted into fabric types, determined
by the inclusions visible in the fired clay using a xl0
hand lens. Each fabric was allocated a number in
sequence from 200. Saxon, medieval and
post-medieval fabrics thus occur in the same
numerical sequence. Table 1 provides a complete list
of the post-Roman type-fabric series for Cirencester
to date. A reference collection of sherds of each
fabric, together with fabric descriptions, is housed in
the Corinium Museum.

The pottery was recorded on a context by context
basis, giving details ofvessel types recognised, and the
quantity of sherds present; percentages based upon
sherd counts have been used to represent proportions
of fabrics and vessel types. It should however be
borne in mind that as was usual in the early 1960s,
some pottery sherds, particularly the post-medieval
sherds, may have been discarded on site.

In order to assess the pottery evidence
chronologically, assemblages from the phases have
been used to determine proportions of fabtics and
vessel types at different periods. The phases arc not in
all cases independently determined stratigraphically
and by no means all contexts were assigned to a phase.
In some cases contexts have been grouped together as
phases even though they may not be strictly
contemporary. For example, the construction of the
abbey took a considerable period of time, but all the
contexts attributable to that event have been put
together. This procedure is clearly not wholly
satisfactory, but it does provide a framework for
establishing a chronological sequence of pottery types.
The assemblages from each phase arc examined
chronologically, together with tables depicting basic
information about the fabrics and vessel types present
(Tables 2-9).The sequence of fabrics is then examined
in some detail.

The following abbreviations are used in the tables:
CP cooking pots
E early
F fabric number
HM hand-made
L late
M mid
SP spouted pitcher
TF type-fabric
TP tripod pitchers
V very
\\IF wheel-finished/hand-rotated
wr wheel-thrown
UIS unstratified

STRATIFIED POTTERY ASSEMBLAGES
FROM DEFINED PHASES

Residual material is noted only where this adds to the
range of sources and vessel types.

PHASE 1 PRE-ABBEY CONSTRUCTION

Phase la The Anglo-Saxon period
The structures and associated levels attributed to the
Anglo-Saxon period produced no contemporary
pottery. Four residual sherds recovered from the
general area of Saxon activity (BN, BT and BV) may
belong to early to mid Anglo-Saxon hand-made
cooking pots (grouped under F255). One or two
could be late Roman oddities. Only one sherd could
be paralleled with any certainty with grass-tempered
sherds from the amphitheatre (Wacher 1976, 16).
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Phase lb The post-conquest pre-abbey period
(fable 2)
Pottery was recovered from three sources: robber
trenches for the earlier Anglo-Saxon features; a
deposit of black soil containing burials in area BP;
and a series of features attributed to a pre-abbey
structure in the area of the subsequent undercroft
(BG and BH; fig. 32). The total of pottery was smal1
(81 sherds). Some contamination from later robbing
was evident.

The most common fabric was a coarse
limestone-tempered ware (F202, 86.4%), producing
hand-made baggy cooking pots with flaring rims.
Club rim vessels were present in the robber trenches.
A second coarse fabric tempered with limestone
gravel and some flint was present in contexts
associated with the phase 1b structure beneath the
undercroft (F231). Residual sherds of this fabric were
present in construction layers for the abbey in the
same area. Hand-made vessels, including a cooking
pot sherd and fragments of a possible beehive base
were represented. A single, non-local, wheel-thrown
glazed pitcher sherd was present in a robber trench in
area BV (F254).

A large quantity of F202 occurred in layers
associated with the construction of the abbey (phase
2). It seems likelythat a proportion of this material is
residual from earlier features. Several stamped sherds
indicate the presence of spouted pitchers, and there
were two fragments from lamps. It has not been
possible to isolate residual cooking pots since no
typological development for these vessels could be
discerned. A second non-local wheel-thrown glazed
pitcher fabric was recognised residually (F247).

PHASE 2 THE ABBEY CONSTRUCTION
(fable 3)

The construction of the 12th-century abbey was in
progress from c. 1130, or earlier, to c. 1176. The
pottery evidence for this phase has been taken from a
variety of contexts: wall foundations and floors. A
coin of 1083-1086 was present (p.71, no. 1).

These features produced a relatively large
assemblage of pottery (462 sherds), some of which
may be residual. F202 predominated (89%), with
hand-made baggy cooking pots forming the bulk of
the assemblage (78%). A small proportion of
straight-sided club-rim vessels were present (1%), a
dish or bowl, sherds from unglazed pitchers (8.2%)
and two lamps. Several glazed sherds and a handle in
the same fabric were present, indicating, perhaps, the
production of tripod pitchers by this industry in the
12th century. Examples of rims and handles from
these vessels were present in much later contexts (fig.
88, nos. 30-2).

The small proportion of the assemblage occupied
by other fabrics mainly derived from one other
source. Hand-made tripod pitchers from the Minety
industry in the Forest of Bradon in north Wiltshire
were represented by small undiagnostic sherds
(F200, 3.2%). Evidence from excavations in

Gloucester shows that these vessels were produced
from the early 12th to the mid 13th centuries (Vince
1983a, 126) with typological changes in the late 12th
century. The lack of featured sherds has made it
difficult to identify residual 12th-century material. A
rim from a bowl or curfew in the same fabric was
recovered; such vessels were more common in
13th-century contexts.

Non-local industries were poorly represented: 2
sherds from a sand-tempered tripod pitcher (F221),
and a single cooking pot rim (F240).

PHASE 3 USE OF THE ABBEY

As might be expected there was very little pottery
from deposits laid down during the abbey's lifetime.
Pottery mainly occurred where alterations had been
made. Even where stratified pottery occurred, the
quantities were smal1. A few sherds were associated
with major structural alterations, for example, the
eastern extension built between the late 13th and mid
14th centuries.

A certain amount of pottery, mostly residual in
post-destruction deposits, could be dated by analogy
to between the 13th and early 16th centuries. Two
areas of the site produced a larger proportion of this
material, BG and BH (the area of the undercroft) and
BV, BT and BP (outside the west front of the abbey).
In the latter area, pits, ditches and courtyard surfaces
attributed to a courtyard produced pottery of the
12th century to the middle of the 13th century. Later
features were not well sealed; it has therefore not
been possible to illustrate with confidence the
ceramic sequence between the 13th and mid 16th
centuries. The pottery included here has been
selected for two reasons: firstly, the contexts form
part of a recognisable archaeological event, and,
secondly, there was a reasonable amount of pottery
to examine.

The stratified material is gmuped as follows:
Phase 3a: first half of the 13th century: pits,

robbing, a 'courtyard' and L-shaped ditch outside the
west front of the abbey;

Phase 3b: second half of the 13th century:
re-f1ooring in the undercroft;

Phase 3c: late 13th and 14th centuries:
construction of an extension to the north transept
chapel, the construction of a new east end to the
abbey and buttresses, the fills of tombs in the new
east extension, the fill of a tomb in the south
transept, a cobbled area outside the west front (BP I
27) containing a coin of c. 1320, and alterations in the
east claustral range;

Phase 3d: 14th or 15th century: a pit outside the
west front (BP I 19);

Phase 3e: 15th to first balf of 16th century: repairs
to and relaying of floors, occupation on floor
surfaces prior to the abbey destruction; the build-up
of soils below the choir stalls containing coins dated
to the end of the 15th century, and alterations to the
chapter house.
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Phase 3a First half of 13th century (fable 4)
The assemblage was dominated by hand-made
cooking pots in F202 (70%). It seems likely that
most of this material was contemporary, although
residual quantities of this fabric were present in
most contexts up to the latest post-destruction
contexts. Sherds in the same fabric from glazed,
hand-made tripod pitchers were present, in addition
to a bowl (or curfew) and a 'beehive base'. The
quantity of Minety wares (F200) was relatively large
(23%). Sherds from hand-made tripod pitchers,
including slashed handles and an example of a
pulled spout, were common (19%). Several sherds
from other vessels were present, including
hand-made cooking pots (fig. 89, 41), a globular
vessel, similar to a 'ginger jar' (fig. 89, 40), and a
bowl (or curfew). Non-local wares were better
represented than in the 12th-century assemblage. A
non-local hand-made tripod pitcher (source
unknown) was represented by a single sherd (F270).
Jugs are first apparent in this assemblage (5.7%):
hand-made vessels in Ham Green ware from the
Bristol area (F206, 2%); wheel-thrown vessels in
Developed Stamford ware (F268); a possible North
French import (A. Vince pers. comm., F265); and a
sherd from a jug of unknown source (F233).
Alternative sources for cooking pots were poorly
represented: a single sherd of Bath Fabric A (F240).

Phase 3b Second half of13th century (fable 5)
The small quantity of hand-made cooking pots in
F202 suggests that this industry had declined by this
time. Sherds from thick-walled bowls (or curfews?)
and hand-made jugs were present in the same fabric
indicating an attempt to compete with vessels from
the Minety industry (F200). Sherds of Minety
hand-made tripod pitchers were present but may be
residual, since sherds from wheel-thrown jugs and
jars from this industry formed a small proportion of
the assemblage. There were also examples of the
large bowls/handled pans in F200 and together
with those in F202 this vessel type dominated the
assemblage (74%). Including material from
subsequent phases, this vessel type cropped up
primarily in the area of the undercroft, a factor
which may provide a clue to its function (fig. 90,
57-9).

Several sherds representing glazed jugs imported
from further afield were also included in this
assemblage. Elaborately decorated jugs from Brill
(Bucks) were clearly common at this period:
post-destruction deposits, including a large pit group,
contained examples of a type current in the second
half of the 13th century (fig. 91, 70a-b), including
more complete fragments of the vessels found in
phase 3b. A large heavy jug base from an unknown
source (F223) and sherds from undecorated jugs
(F219; ?F269) from Nash Hill (Wilts) were present,
with further examples in post-destruction deposits in
the same area. Fabrics which only occurred as
residual sherds of glazed jugs, and for which sources
could not be located probably also belong to this
date (F221, F232, F235).

Phase 3c Late 13th and 14th centuries (fable 5)
The quantity of pottery stratified in this phase was
small (c. 67 sherds), and no conclusions can be drawn
from it. It is likely that many of the sherds were
residual, except for a few new fabrics and vessel
types. A single sherd of a Worcester-type jug (F239)
occurred in the foundation trench for W400 (north
transept chapel). Sherds from a tomb in the eastern
extension and a cobbled area outside the west front
were from taU dark green Brill jugs includinga possible
triple-decker form. Other jug fabrics were F219 and
F233, also glazedoverall to appear dark green.

The most common fabric was wheel-thrown
Minety ware (F200) with large jars predominating. A
single fragment from a bung-hole cistern was noted.

Phase 3d 14th or 15th century (fable 5)
A pit outside the west front of the abbey (BP I 19)
cut through floor layers in a building overlying a
cobbled area containing a 14th-century coin and
shcrd. The pit contained a complete profile of a small
bung-hole cistern in Minety ware (F200, fig. 89, 53),
in addition to sherds from wheel-thrown jars and
fragments of ridge tile in the same fabric.

Other contexts of this general date included vessels
in Minety ware (F200): wheel-thrown jars; jugs and
ridge tile. There were a few sherds from non-local
industries including a Malvemian jug sherd (F204)
and sherds from Bristol-Redcliffe jugs (F262, fig. 91,
72). A sherd from a Tudor Green cup was also
present (F220).

Residual material in post-destruction contexts adds
little to the range of sources illustrated by the
'stratified' material. A single stoneware beaker tim
from Siegburg (F253; Beckmann 1974, 189, fig. 17,
131-6) was the only example of a continental import
which could be dated to this period. Two residual
wheel-thrown cooking pot rims from the Malvernian
industry (F204) are probably of 14th or 15th century
date (Vince 1977a). Additional sherds of
Bristol-Redcliffe jugs were recognised (F262) in
addition to a compartmental inkwell or condiment
set from the same source, in post-destruction
contexts (fig. 91, 73).

Phase 3e Latest use of the abbey (fable 6)
Unfortunately the dissolution of the abbey in 1539
did not provide a secure terminus post quem for the
latest contexts associated with the use of the abbey.
The destruction of the buildings began in 1541 and
was complete by 1565 though there were srill some
ruins in the 1570s (Evans 1993,135). Some evidence
that the buildings were open to rubbish accumulation
after the Dissolution is perhaps indicated by the
occurrence of fragments of ridge tile in 'occupation
material' on floor surfaces, and the presence of
pottery types in late abbey contexts which would
generally be dated to after the mid 16th century. The
rubble layers which cover the site cannot, therefore,
be seen as a contemporary sealing layer belonging to
a (destruction phase'.

The latest contexts of the abbey include relaid
floors, repairs to flooring and soil which had built up
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on flooring. These contexts might span a
considerable period of time, from the late 15th to the
mid 16th centuries. Pottery evidence indicates that
the remodelling of the chapter house took place in
the latest phase of the life of the abbey.

The quantity of stratified pottery was too small to
provide a representative sample of pottery types
supplied to the abbey during the first half of the 16th
century. Most of the pottery dated to this period was
recovered from post-destruction layers.

Soil below the choir stalls in the crossing produced
a small money box in a ?local fabric (F250) and a
Cistercian ware cup rim (F244). Coins from the same
deposit suggest that this small group of sherds
belongs to the late 15th or early 16th century.

Elsewhere deposits on floor surfaces produced
sherds of late Minety wares (F200), including
wheel-thrown jars and jugs; sherds from Tudor
Green cups (F220); Cistercian ware cups (F208); and
a sherd from a French flask (F248; Hurst 1966, Type
I). Associated with new flooring were sherds of
Minety ware jars and conical bowls (F200);Cistercian
ware cups (F244; F208); an earthenware copy of a
Raeren stoneware drinking jug (F224); sherds of jars
or bowls from a local earthenware industry at Ashton
Keynes, not far from Minety (F201); sherds from
Frechen stoneware drinking jugs (F216) and a sherd
from a tin-glazed drug jar (F209).The last two fabrics
are generally suggestive of a mid to late 16th century
date, indicating perhaps that the abbey buildings
were not covered over until then. Incorporated into
new walling and floors in the remodelled chapter
house were sherds of a range of fabrics datable to the
first half of the 16th century or later. Domestic wares
were represented by wheel-thrown jars, jugs and a lid
in Minety ware (F200), and jar and bowl sherds in
Ashton Keynes ware (F201). The remaining sherds
all came from vessels used for drinking: Tudor Green
(F220) and Cistercian ware cups (F208; F244) and
Rhenish drinking jugs (F225; F216).

PHASE 4 DEMOLITION AND ROBBING:
16TH AND 17TH CENTURIES (fABLE 7)

The demolition of the abbey appears to have taken
place over a period of time. It has not been possible
to determine the point at which the demolition of
above ground structures was completed. The
archaeological evidence points to a haphazard and
continuous process of robbing from the mid 16th
until well into the 17th century.

Phase 4a Robbing pre-dating primary rubble
deposits
The pottery assemblage from the earliest robbing
contexts was small; three fabrics predominated:
F201, F208, and F216. Shcrds of late Minety wares,
including jugs and a pipkin lid were present (F200).
Contemporary domestic red earthenwarcs were
provided by the industry at Ashton Keynes (F201):
mainly jars and bowls with odd sherds from flanged
dishes. A possible hybrid fabric between the Minety

industry and that at Ashton Keynes is represented by
sherds from a pipkin and bowl (F230). Non-local
wares were predominandy represented by
Cistercian-type cups (F208; F244), F208 being more
common (a fluted base in F208 may belong to a
figurine). Continental imports were dominated by
table wares from Frechen (F216) providing drinking
jugs and bottles. Decorated tin-glazed 'Albarello'
sherds were also present (F209) including a vessel of
possible Mediterranean origin (Biek and Gillies n.d.).

Phase 4b Primary rubble deposits
The pottery from these disparate contexts was
examined as a single assemblage. The pottery
included residual material from elsewhere on the site
or indeed the town; it demonstrates that rubble was
deposited up to the 17th century. One or two
contexts produced sherds of fabrics of the late 17th
to 18th centuries and these are considered intrusions.

The largest quantity of ridge tile (fig. 98) was
recovered from these demolition deposits (F200;
F201; F202). A range of late Minety products was
recovered (F200). It is possible that this industry had
ceased production during the early 16th century. The
quantity of Ashton Keynes products was greater in
this phase and included a variety of bowl forms,
including curving walled bowls with flanged rims,
bowls with grooved rims and heavily moulded rims
of bowls or jars. A dripping pan was noted. There
were also table wares, including chafing dishes, jugs
and tankards, and flanged dishes, or plates with
chevron stamping on the tim. Internally glazed jars
may represent cooking jars and pipkins. Several jug
and bowl sherds were present in the hybrid fabric
F230.

Non-local imports were dominated by sherds of
handled cups in F208, including examples of
straight-sided corrugated mugs. A small quantity of
cups in Tudor Green (F220) and a Cistercian ware
(F244) was present, but may be residual. Odd sherds
from other non-local industries were present:
Malvemian jugs (F204); a Herefordshire border jug
sherd (F224); a horizontal handled bowl from the
Surrey-Hampshire border industry (F222); a small
manganese speckled drinking vessel in tin-glazed
ware (F209); and a dimpled, handled black-glazed
vessel from East Anglia (F242).

Continental imports include odd sherds from a
variety of sources - F225, F228, and F248 - but the
majority of sherds were from Frechen vessels and
include drinking jugs and 'Bellarmine' botdes (F216).

PHASE 5 THE FORMAL GARDEN:
17TH-18TH CENTURIES (fABLE 8)

Formal gardens were probably laid out during the
17th century. Archaeological evidence included
flower beds; gravel paths and drives; walls, and
drainage features (phase Sa). The excavation of
flower beds had resulted in the redeposition of
rubble layers (phase 5b) and there was a small
number of rubbish pits (phase 5c).
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A similar pattern is repeated of three predominant
fabrics (F201; F208; F216). It seems likely that a
proportion of this material is residual, particularly the
Frechen jugs (F216) and the Cistercian cups (F208).
It is difficult to establish with any certainty what
proportion of the Ashton Keynes domestic
earthenwares were contemporary (F201). Despite the
evidence for gardening activity, the quantity of
Ashton Keynes flower pot sherds was very small.
Several sherds in a variety of fabrics (F252) were
present in the later features associated with the stone
culvert in area BP 1. None was decorated, and most
would appear to have been produced at Ashton
Keynes.

Non-local industries were represented by isolated
sherds. Domestic earthenwares were present in tiny
amounts: single sherds of Surrey-Hampshire ware
bowls (F222), Malvernian jars (F204), and several
sherds from Herefordshire Border ware bowls
(F224). A small quantity of tin-glazed wares, possibly
derived from Bristol (D.Dawson, pers. comm.) and
London, include small, handled, chamber pots,
painted plates, and drug jars decorated with blue,
purple and yellow paint (F209). A small earthenware
ointment pot with a thick white slip may be a
regional imitation of a tin-glazed vessel (F267). A
single sherd of a Fulham stoneware tankard was
present (F263); three further sherds occurred
unstratified.

The range of the occasional sherds of Staffordshire
wares suggests that gardening, or the disturbance of
the garden area, continued into the mid 18th century:
F238, F213, F236 and F215.

Imported wares included a costrel fragment from
the Iberian peninsula (F227) and sherds from
Westerwald tankards (F217).

PHASE 6 18TH-CENTURY FEATURES
(TABLE 9)

Phase 6a Pit BP I 4
TIlls modest assemblage represents the largest group
ofcontemporary material found in a singledeposit in
the post-medieval period from the site. The
Staffordshire wares suggest a date in the middle of
the 18th century, confirmed by contemporary finds
of vessel glass and clay pipes (see p. 97, P: 94). A
maximum of 40 vessels are represented, although
mostly by incomplete fragments.

Of interest is a group of red earthenwares from
Ashton Keynes (F201), including a large jug, two
flanged conical bowls, a thumbed bowl rim and a
tankard base. The firing of the domestic vessels is
perhaps significant when identifying contemporary
18th-century wares from less well-dated deposits.
The vessels are oxidised throughout with a clear
glaze on the interior (earlier vessels were commonly
reduced, wholly or partially). A straight-sided bowl
with grooved rim was also present, a type which
appears in Gloucester in the 18th century (Vince
1983a, 132). A shallow internally glazed bowl in an
inclusionless earthenware (F260) is probably also a

local product, and it is possible that this may be a
variant of F201.

Regional imports can be divided primarily into two
groups: tin-glazed wares, probably from Bristol and
London, and Staffordshire wares. Only a single
example of a tin-glazed blue-painted plate was
recovered, the remaining items comprising two
chamber pots with handles, an ointment pot and a
painted drug jar. The Staffordshire wares are
predominantly table wares, and include several
turned white salt-glazed slop bowls with spouts
(F215), a coffee pot lid and a bowl or cup with
incised, blue-filled decoration. Two slip-decorated
moulded plates (F213) were present, a white
slip-coated stoneware tankard (F261) and a
brownware teapot rim (F257). One sherd from a
deep internally black-glazed bowl (F256), the bases
of two iron-streaked chamber pots with well scoured
interiors and a tankard fragment were present (F236).
A single sherd from a Nottingham. Stoneware
tankard was noted (F249).

The only continental import from the pit came in
the form of a straight-sided Westerwald tankard
(F217).

Phase 6b Stone strueture and eulvert in area
BPI
A number of features in trench BP I point to there
having been a building associated with a stone
culverrwhich ceased to be in use in the 18th century.
Eighteenth-century pottery filled the disused
features. As with previous assemblages most of this
material must be seen as rubbish accumulation,
including a fair proportion of fabrics current in the
late 15th to 17th centuries (F200; F220; F208; F216;
F244; F224; F204; and probably fragments of F201).
Two sherds of flowerpots (F252) were present A
small fragment of a saucer in ?Chinese Porcelain
(F218) occurred in the sealing layer below many of
the features, but may be intrusive. Two fragments of
Staffordshire ware tankards occurred in the brick
drain (F238 and F215).

Phase 6e Later rubble spreads
A large quantity of pottery was recovered from a
spread of rubble in the area of the chapter house.
This included a range of residual material from early
medieval to the 18th century and later. The latest
material included a small fragment of a Chinese
Porcelain saucer (F218), a moulded plate rim, soup
plate rim and bowl sherd in white salt-glazed
stoneware (F215); a brown streaked tankard (F236);
a slip-decorated cup (F241); a Willow Pattern
transfer-printed plate rim (F214) and a drainage
pipe of 18th-century type in a coarse Ashton
Keynes fabric (F201).

Phase 6d Stony layer
A stony layer,BP I 8, contained fragments of vessels
from the phase 6a pit in addition to a sherd from a
Wedgewood black basalt machined coffee pot
(F258) and a cream-coloured stoneware bowl (F259),
dated to the late 18th century.
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CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF
FABRICS AND TYPOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENTS·

ANGLO-SAXON FABRICS

Hand-made pottery attributed to the early to
mid Anglo-Saxon period F255
Each sherd described below represents an individual
fabric (sources unknown), but because of the rarity
of such material all the sherds have been grouped
together under a single fabric number until further
examples of the fabrics are forthcoming.

i) base sherd of a cooking pot with reduced light
grey interior and blackened, burnished exterior. The
fabric contains some white mica, clay or grog
inclusions and a scattering of burnt-out organic
material (BN IV 38, a late Roman, or later silt layer).

ii) neck sherd of a baggy cooking pot, with reduced
dark brown fabric containing mica, dark organic
inclusions and rare brown ?sandstone inclusions (BN
IV 36, pit robbing walls of Saxon building and
Roman drain: Keely 1986, 228).

iii) body sherd of a cooking pot in a reduced
grey-brown fabric containing mica, scattered
platelets of shell, sub-angular milky quartz and rare
sandstone (BT I 4, I Zth.century context).

iv) An unidentifiable body sherd, of which the
outer surface has been completely worn away and the
inner surface smoothed. The fabric is dark
brown-black fine-grained sandy ware with a slightly
abrasive feel. There are moderate to common
grass/chaff voids up to 5mm long. There are also
sparse mixed sub-angular quartz grains up to 1.5mm.
Rare mica and a single yellow brown sandstone
inclusion of c. 3mm were also present (BP IV 5,
medieval context in area of Saxon church;
description by Janet Keely).

The' fabric of this sherd was identical to two of the
four grass-tempered sherds from excavations in the
amphitheatre in 1962-3 (Wacher 1976, 16).

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE LATE
11TH CENTURY

'Local' products

A coarse limestonegmvelandjlint-tempmdware F231
This fabric has a lower iron content than F202,
oxidised yellowish-brown with darker brown
surfaces. The fabric was uncommon: 18 sherds
including one or two dubious identifications. Of
these, 6 sherds were stratified in features associated
with a post-conquest structure beneath the
undercroft of the Abbey, including acute-angled base
fragments which may indicate a 'Beehive base'. All
vessels were hand-made and rim fragments, where
present, indicate an upright, slightly infolded rim (fig.
87, 1). A similar fabric (positive identification has not
been confirmed) was noted on sites in north
Wiltshire: Swindon, Old Town, Toothill, and
Cricklade (unpublished at time of writing).

A coarse limestone-tempmd ware F202
An iron-rich fabric tempered with coarse oolitic
limestone fragments, rare quartz and iron ore lumps.
The ware is fired to a dark reddish-brown to black and
generally poorly finished. A detailed description based
on thin-section analysis is published by Vince (1982,
203). Sixty-five percent of all sherds which could be
attributed to the medieval period occurred in F202,
30% of the total sherds recovered from the
excavations. The earliest stratified examples occurred
in a post-conquest structure beneath the undercroft of
the Abbey, in robbing features post-dating the
Anglo-Saxon structures, and in graveyard soil
accumulations during the post-conquest period (phase
1b). The bulk of material, however, came from large
assemblages of sherds deposited in disturbed layers
associated with the construction of the abbey in the
early 12th century (phase 2). The quantity of this
material suggests it derives from late 11th-century
occupation. It is unclear as to whether cooking pots in
this fabric were supplied to the abbey continuously
throughout the 12th and into the 13th century.

Most of the sherds recovered belonged to
hand-made cooking pots, almost entirely ofglobular,
baggy shape with rolled back or everted rims. In
many examples it was possible to determine that rims
were added as a strip of clay to the neck of the vessel
and smoothed, sometimes rather crudely, together.
In some examples a pronounced wiped groove was
present on the top of the rim (e.g. fig. 87, 9). A
selection of the range of rim forms is given on fig. 87,
2-17. Within the large assemblage in abbey
construction levels only c. 1% of the total cooking
pot sherds could be attributed to straight-sided
club-rimmed vessels (fig. 87, 18-21). Cooking pot
sherds continued to be found in all medieval
contexts, but it is unclear how long the production of
these vessels continued and at what point it ceased.

A variety ofother vessels was recovered, although in
much smaller quantities than cooking pots. Several
stamped sherds were recovered (fig. 88, 23-5), a
handled rim (fig.88, 22) and a proportion of internally
leached body sherds, indicating the production of
stamped spouted pitchers during the late 11th and
early 12th centuries. Only a single example of a
shallow dish was noted (fig. 88, 29) and a possible
socket from a handled bowl (fig. 88, 26). The large
hook-rimmed bowls found in some quantity on the St
John's Hospital site were entirely absent (Vince 1982).
Two fragments from crudely formed lamps (or
possibly, lids) were noted (fig. 88, 27).

In the 12th-century construction layers (phase 2)
several sherds of hand-made vessels with a thick
yellowish-green glaze were noted, indicating the
production of hand-made tripod pitchers. Residual
sherds from later medieval and post-medieval
contexts illustrate the appearance of these vessels
(fig. 88, 28, 30-2). Some confusion is possible here
with products of the Minety kilns (F200, see below),
although the coarseness of the inclusions and the
presence of iron ore helps to distinguish them.
Sherds from these vessels were uncommon, but do
indicate an attempt to update the range of products.
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In 13th-century contexts sherds of thick perforated
walled vessels in a very coarse fabric were noted, and
where profiles can be established from residual
material, it seems that curfews were produced (fig.
88, 33). The interior of no. 33 does show signs of
heat damage, but similar vessels in F200 suggest that
the vessels may have been large pans. Associated
with these vessels and typical medieval jugs were
sherds of hand-made jugs in a very sparsely glazed,
oxidised fabric (fig. 88, 34). Again such vessels were
uncommon, and are the latest vessel types in F202
noted on the site. Crudely knife-trimmed ridge-tile
fragments were recovered from post-Dissolution
contexts, and were probably produced during the
13th century. The neckless, everted rim jars noted at
Stjohn's Hospital were not present here (Vince1982).

Regional Imports

A glazed wheel-thrown ware 1:'£47
This fabric is iron-free with abundant quartz sand
tcrnpering giving a granular feel. The sherds arc
covered with a thick pale green glaze that appears
crazed. The source has not been confirmed but it
resembles Stamford products. Only two sherds were
recognised, both residual, including a tiny rim
fragment from a wheel-thrown pitcher (not illustrated).

A glazed wheel-thrown wan: F254
This fabric is finer than F247 and the external glaze
yellowish green. Three sherds were recovered in
total, one of which was stratified in a robber trench
of the Saxon church in BV III. The remaining sherds
were residual in later medieval contexts. It seems
likely that the source of this fabric is Stamford (not
illustrated).

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE EARLY
12TH CENTURY

Local products

Minety Wan: F200
This fabric is characterised by fine oolitic limestone
tempering. A detailed description based on
thin-section analysis is published by Vince (1982).
Minety is situated in the Forest of Bradon in north
Wiltshire and is only about 8 miles from Cirencester.
No kiln sites have been located, only waste dumps.
Those excavated in 1971 (Musty 1973, 79-88)
contained material of the late medieval period and of
the latest phase ofproduction. Alan Vince has traced
the extent of trade in the products of the industry in
the Severn Valley, South Wales and the west coast of
Ireland (Vince 1985, 56). The stratified sequence in
Gloucester provides a useful control for the present
site where stratified material has no independent
dating evidence and where a large proportion of
material is residual (Vince 1983a, 126-30).

The earliest stratified sherds occurred in the
construction layers of the abbey (phase 2). TIlls
suggests that the Minety industry was in production

by the mid 12th century. Fifteen sherds were
stratified in these contexts and include externally
glazed sherds from hand-made vessels, some with
combed decoration. It seems likely that these sherds
belonged to tripod pitchers, rather than Selsley
Common-type cooking pots. Tripod pitcher sherds
occurred in contexts well into the late medieval
period, but it is known from Gloucester that the
production of these vessels died out in the mid 13th
century. Few diagnostic examples were recovered
here. No early tubular spouts were noted, or complex
handles (fig. 88, 35-9).

A rim of a thick-walled curfew, or pan, was found
in a construction context (phase 2), but the majority
of examples of these vessels were residual in the area
of the undercroft or outside the west front of the
abbey. Stratified fragments were associated with jugs
of the mid to late 13th century (fig. 90, 57-9).

Very few hand-made cooking pot sherds were
identified with any certainty. A rim of a Selsley
Common type came from a 13th-century context
outside the west front (fig. 89,41), associated with a
globular vessel similar to a 'ginger jar' (fig. 89, 40).
TIlls vessel had slashed decoration and was designed
to take a lid (phase 3a).

Sherds stratified in contexts between the mid 13th
and early 16th centuries indicate that production and
firing methods had been refined by the late 13th
century. Wheel-thrown jugs of various sizes with
strap or rod handles were produced with thin walls
and a very sparse use of glaze. The firing produced
pale pinkish buff surfaces with pale grey cores, as
opposed to the 12th to mid 13th-<:entury material
which was predominantly reduced with a more
generous covering of glaze. Large wheel-thrown jars
with everted neck-less rims glazed on the rim top
were presumably used for cooking and storage (fig.
89, 42-3). These jars were sometimes given tripod
feet, opposing strap handles and a bung-hole,
although examples of these vessels were rare here
(phase 3d). Sherds from jarsoccurred in 14th-century
tomb fills (phase 3c) and in silts over late flooring
before the Dissolution (phase 3e).

At some point during the 15th century the range of
vessels was expanded. The kiln dump in Minety
produced many of the vessel types found in the latest
pre-Dissolution and immediate post-Dissolution
contexts here (phases 3e and 4a) (Musty 1973):
pipkins with lids, tall, thin bung-hole cisterns, flange
rim conical bowls, dripping pans with side mounted
handles, bottles, a ?money box, and a tiny ?chafing
dish (figs. 89-90, 44-56, 60-5). The occurrence of
these vessels would appear to be rare outside the
immediate locality, although bowl sherds have been
found in Gloucester in late l Sth-century contexts
(Vince 1983a, 130) and jars in Oxford at a similar
period (Mellor 1980b).

It is unclear when production ceased, but it seems
likely that this was during the early 16th century
when the producrion began at Ashton Keynes of red
domesric earthenwares. A sand and oolitic
limestone-tempered fabric (F230) may represent an
overlap between the two industries.
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Regional imports

BathFabric 'A' F240
This fabric is characterised by the polished quartz
grains in the fired clay, presenting a glittery
appearance. A full description of this fabric is
published by Vince (1979b, 27). Four sherds were
recovered in total, one of which was stratified in a
context associated with the construction of the abbey
(phase 2) (fig. 91, 66) and a second in an early
medieval pit outside the west front of the abbey
(phase 3a) (fig. 91, 67). The remaining sherds were
residual. TIlls fabric is a very common component of
12th to 13th-century assemblages on rural sites in
north and west Wiltshire and in the Severn Valley. Its
source of production has not been located but seems
likely to be in the south-west Wilts/Avon area.

A sand-tempered ware F221
This fabric is comparable with Oxford fabric AG
(Haldon and Mellor 1977, 117-8). Three sherds were
recognised on the present site: two recovered from
l Zth-century construction contexts (phase 2) represent
hand-made tripod pitchers with external lead glaze.
The third residual sherd belonged to a jug of probable
late 13th to 14th-<:entury date and was coated with a
white slip beneath a copper rich glaze. Jugs in this
fabric were common during this period at Newbury
and a source in the Kennet Valley is suggested (Alan
Vince pers. comm.).

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE EARLY
13TH CENTURY

Regional imports

Developed Stamford Ware F268
Three sherds belonging to wheel-thrown, glazed jugs
were recovered. Two, including the rim and part of a
pulled spout were stratified with early 13th-century
wares outside the west front of the abbey (phase 3a)
(fig. 91, 68), the third sherd was residual in a late
abbey context.

Ham Green Ware F206
Nineteen sherds were identified, generally occurring
.in two areas of the site: .in the area of the undercroft,
and outside the west front of the abbey (BG Nand
BV III), the majority of these being in residual
groups of medieval sherds of the 13th and 14th
centuries. An example of a rim and thumbed base
were stratified in the bedding for the western
'courtyard' (phase 3a) (fig. 91, 69). Evidence from
Gloucester has shown that the production of these
vessels began during the first half of the 13th century
(Vince 1979a, 176).

A sand-tempered ware F270
This off-white fabric is tempered with well assorted
sand and contains cream coloured clay pellets. The
interior of the two examples recovered are
discoloured black, the exteriors covered by a clear
lead glaze; one sherd is decorated with applied

elongated clay pads. As in the case of F206 the
examples came from BG Nand BV III.

Continental imports

An imported ware F265
Two sherds in an iron poor fabric with mica and
rounded quartz may belong to jugs from northern
France (Alan Vince pers. comm.). They are very
thinly potted and have an external thin lead glaze.
Both were stratified in medieval contexts outside the
west front of the abbey (phase 3a) and were
associated with other early to mid 13th-century wares.

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE MID 13TH
CENTURY

Regional imports

Brill-type wares F207
The excavations produced a total of 136 sherds,
probably representing around 29 individual vessels or
less. The majority of sherds belonged to elaborately
decorated squat jugs which were in production during
the second half of the 13th century (Mellor 1980b,
176). Sherds from a higWy decorated jug were
recovered from repairs to flooring in the undercroft
(phase 3b), and sherds from the same vessel were
residual within a post-Dissolution robbing pit in the
same area (fig. 91, 70) (BG IV,BH VI). This vessel has
a direct parallelwith a vessel found in phase BIII at the
Hamel, Oxford (Mellor 1980b, fig. 15, 28), dated to
the mid 13th century. Several sherds clearly belonged
to tall, thin jugs oflater date with an overall olive green
glaze. One example stratified in the fill of a 14th
century tomb in the eastern extension (phase 3c) may
have belonged to a jug of triple-decker type (M.
Mellor, pers. comm.).

Worcesterjugs F239
Six sherds from wheel-thrown jugs were recovered,
most of which displayed the decorative features
described by Barton (1967). A single jug sherd was
stratified in the construction trench for the new
eastern extension of the north transept chapel (phase
3c). Four sherds were recovered from the uppermost
layers of area BT I and may be residual, the
remaining sherd was residual in an 18th-century
rubble layer. Excavations in Gloucester have shown
that these jugs were present during the first half of
the 13th century (Vince 1979a, 176 - TF 90),
although they predominated in the mid 13th century
in Hereford (Vince 1985, 53-4).

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE LATE
13TH CENTURY

Regional imports

Nash Hill Wares F219
A large proportion of the glazed, decorated floor tiles
from the abbey were produced by the industry at
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Nash Hill, near Lacock, north-west Wiltshire (seePl"
143-4) in the 14th century. This industry also
supplied decorated jugs (fig. 91, 71), ridge tiles and
other roof furniture. A fragment of a chimney louvre
was residual in an 15th-century rubble layer. All the
sherds from jugs were recovered from area BG, the
area of the undercroft, and most were derived from
post-Dissolution activity in this area, with the
exception of a single sherd which was stratified in a
pit in room 20. Seventy-three sherds from jugs were
recovered, possibly representing a maximum of
abour 23 vessels, probably far less.

A jugfabric I'L69
The source of this fabric has not been identified, but
the typological features of the 26 sherds recovered
have much in common with the products of the
Nash Hill kilns (McCarthy 1974, fig. 19), also the
products of the Laverstocx kilns in south Wiltshire
(Musry, Algar and Ewence 1969). The majority of
sherds were recovered from the area of the
undercroft including 4 sherds found within repairs to
flooring pre-dating the erection of a partition (phase
3b). Other examples were present in contexts outside
the west front of the abbey (fig. 91, 74-5).

A jugfabric rL33
This sand-tempered fabric as yet has no provenance.
Ten sherds were identified including a rim with
applied bands in a sand-free clay.All examples have a
rich copper green glaze (fig. 91, 76). Sherds were
recovered from a 14th-century rubble layer in the
undercroft, a medieval pit in area BP V, and a
medieval ditch in area BT I. It seems likely that this
fabric was produced into the 14th century.

A Jitgftbric I'L23
The 11 sherds noted may belong to the same vessel;
all were recovered from the area of the undercroft,
including several stratified in repairs to flooring
(phase 3b). The source is unknown. The heavy
thumbed base fragments suggest a large, tall jug.

A jugfabric F232
Two sherds were attributed to this fabric, the source
ofwhich remains unknown. Both sherds belonged to
possibly hand-made vessels and were externally
glazed, one having applied clay pellet decoration, the
other decorated with finger nail marks, combing and
an applied clay strip. One sherd was associated with
wares of late 13th-century date, or later, outside the
west front. However, the method of manufacture
may indicate an earlier date.

A jugfabric I-'L34
Two sherds belonging to a jug strap handle were
found in a post-Dissolution context in the area of the
undercroft containing many other wares of this date
(phase 4a). The source is unknown, but may be local.

A jugftbric F235
Four sherds were recovered from a post-Dissolution
pit in the area of the undercroft (phase 4a) and

probably belong to the same vessel, which was a
small jug with an internal copper-coloured glaze.The
fabric of the vessel is pale pink and extremely
powdery, but it would seem that this may be the
result of the action of fire, since the context was
associated with a hearth.

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE 14TH
CENTURY

Regional imports

Bristol wares rL62
Apart from a singleexample of a slashed strap handle
found in area BT I, the remaining examples of the
fabric (seven sherds) were recovered from site BI'.
The majority of sherds belonged to jugswith external
glaze (fig. 91, 72). However, an example of an inkwell
set (or possiblya condiment set) was recovered from a
rubble layer in area BI' II probably laid down at the
time of the Dissolution or earlier (fig. 91, 73). Other
examplesof this type ofvessel from the same industry
have been noted from Bristol itself (D. Dawson pcrs.
comm) and from a late medieval context in
Gloucester (Ireland 1984,TF 92, fig. 61, 144).

Malvernian gla'(!d waYfl F204
A single cooking pot sherd from this industry was
recovered ar St John's Hospital (Vince 1982, F203),
but no further examples were noted at the abbey.
Floor tiles were produced during the late medieval
period (see p. 146). The earliest stratified example of
a Malvernian vessel here was a single glazed
wheel-thrown jug sherd in area BI' II, associated with
later medieval jug sherds and a sherd ofTudor Green
(F220). The majority of Malvernian products on the
site could be dated by analogy to the 15th to early
17th centuries, although few sherds were stratified in'
useful contexts. Two rims from 14th/15th-century
cooking pots were noted (fig. 93, 115). The majority
of vessels represented were small jugs with sparse
patches of copper-flecked glaze and tall, narrow
mouthed jars with cordons or thumbed strips around
the neck (fig. 93, 118-121), which can be dated
between the late 15th and early 17th centuries (Vince
1977a, 285-6). Two examples of chafing dishes were
noted (fig. 93, 116-7), recognisable by the rims,
although a number of internally glazed 'bowl' sherds
may belong ro vessels of the same type current in the
late 16th to early 17th centuries. A single
vertical-handled vessel with grooved girth was noted
(fig. 93, 122), unparalleled elsewhere (A. Vince pers.
comm) and may represent a handled cooking vessel,
or possibly a chamber pot? A total of 51 sherds were
recovered, most from post-Dissolution contexts.

Continental imports

EarlySi'gb1lTlI, stoneware F253
A very small fragment of the rim of a beaker of 14th
to l Sth-century type (Beckmann 1974, 189, fig. 17,
131-6)was residual in a post-destruction rubble layer.
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FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE 15TH
CENTURY

Local products

A localfabric F250
The presence of oolitic limestone in this fabric
suggests a local origin, possibly related to fabric 230
althougb the iron content may be higher. Sherds
from a very thin-walled money box with a frilled base
were recovered from soil below and behind the choir
stalls (phase 3e). Further sherds from the same vessel
were recovered from the post-Dissolution rubble
layer which covered this area. Associated was a sherd
from a Cistercian ware handled cup (F244), and coin
evidence suggests that F250 was in production in the
late 15th or early 16th century. A sherd from a jug
base was found in a residual context

Regional Imports

Tudor Gnen wares F220
Sherds from Tudor Green handled cups were
present within contexts associated with the latest use
of the abbey (phase 3e), but more precise dating was
not possible, these contexts possibly belonging to a
period between the 15th and mid 16th centuries. A
sherd from a lobed cup with internal yellow glaze was
recovered from late 'occupation' silts on the floor of
the chapter house; three sherds from cups also were
included in an 'organic' layer deposited prior to the
laying of the latest floor in a room in the east
claustral range. In both instances associated sherds
were from late Minety wares (F200). Five sherds
from cups were included in primary rubble deposits
post-dating the Dissolution. The majority, however,
were residual in later robbing and rubble deposits
and gardening contexts. Seven sherds were rather
thick-walled for cups and may belong to jugs. A
single sherd displayed knife-cut glazed perforarions
and may have come from a money box or chafing
dish, and may belong to the more general group of
Surrey border wares produced between the 16th and
17th centuries (F222).

A Cistercian ware ~F244

The fabric of this ware is characteristically
inclusionless and fired to a chocolate brown,
although overfircd examples were noted. A clear
glaze was used and several examples bear applied
decoration in the form of white clay pads and strips.
The single sherd associated with F250 in the choir
stall silts (phase 3e) suggests a late 15th-century
beginning for the ware. Several sherds were
recovered from floors laid late in the life of the abbey
and represent handled cups with incurving rims (ftg.
94, 129). The majority of examples were recovered
from post-Dissolution contexts, notably rubble
layers. Other vessel types include 'posset pots' with
inset rims and opposing handles and the lids to cover
them. Two examples of lids had white applied
decoration (ftg. 94, 124, 127), no. 127 having the clay

knob broken off and sharpened as if to indicate its
replacement by a knob of another material. A
portion of a three-handled cup of Brears Type 8
(Brears 1971) was recovered from the rubble layer
above the choir stalls in the crossing and may be
derived from the earlier context below (ftg. 94, 126).
A fluted base from a salt cup or goblet was residual in
a gardening context. None of the later straight-sided,
corrugated cups noted in the other Cistercian wares
fabric (F208) were noted in F244, possibly suggesting
a relatively short-lived production of this typical
Cistercian ware.

Continental imports

Imported, unglazed stonnuareflasks F248
Four sherds, including the rim and neck, from
flattened flasks in a hard, cream fabric correspond to
Hurst's Type I flasks dated to the late 15th to early
16th centuries (Hurst 1966, 55). Only one of these
sherds was stratified in a pre-destruction context
(phase 3e).

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE 16TH
CENTURY

Local products

EarlyAshton Keynes/ late Minety variant 1:''"230
This fabric combines the sandy texture of Ashton
Keynes wares and the oolitic limestone tempering of
Minety wares. The firing is similar to late Minety
products as is the use of decoration and the
application of glaze. Thirteen sherds were recognised
(some with less oolitic limestone than others)
indicating that the products were not an important
component of post-medieval assemblages. A single
bowl or jar sherd was stratified in a pre-destruction
context (phase 3e). Most sherds were residual with
odd examples in post-destruction robbing and
rubble. Products were confined to domestic items,
including conical bowls with decorated flanged rims
(ftg. 93, 113), jugs, jars and pipkins.

Ashton Keynes wam F201
The kilns at Ashton Keynes were only a few miles
from Minety where pottery was produced between
the early 12th and the early 16th centuries. It is
possible that there may have been some overlap of
production between these two industries (see F230).
Ashton Keynes products are first found in stratified
contexts in the early 16th century in Gloucester
(Vince 1983a, 132) indicating that there may have
been continuity in the trade links established by the
Minety industry. On the present site very few sherds
were recovered from pre-destruction contexts (phase
3e). A sherd from a conical bowl was associated with
a late floor in the north aisle crossing. A bowl sherd
was associated with the disuse of the undercroft.
Contexts robbing the buildings prior to the
deposition of rubble (phase 4a) produced a range of
vessel types, including jugs, conical flange-rim bowls,
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jars and curving walled bowls. The range is expanded
in contexts attributed to primary rubble deposits
(phase 4b) which would appear to have been laid
down between the mid 16th and early 17th centuries
or later, and includes complex rimmed bowls,
dripping pans, chaftng dishes, drinking vessels
including tankards, and a variety of smaller bowls,
and jars or pipkins. It would appear that a consistent
repertoire was produced between the 16th and 18th
centuries. Eighteenth century contexts produced, in
addition, large flanged plates with roller-stamp
decoration on the rim, chamber-par fragments and
shallow bowls with straight sides. The 18th-century
pit (phase 6a) demonstrates that a certain degree of
proficiency in manufacture and an evenness of firing
and glaze application may be used to distinguish later
from earlier products. Many of the vessels from the
earlier features were fired with a reduced core and
oxidised surface beneath an unevenly applied lead
glaze, which could appear greenish. Vessels from
contexts between the mid 16th and late 17th
centuries displayed a variety of techniques, including
the use of reduction to produce a dark greeo, almost
black glaze, and the use of iron specks in the glaze to
produce a streaked effect. The 18th-century vessels
were predominantly oxidised with a well fitting clear
glaze. Decorative motifs throughout the period of
production were used on jugs, flanged bowls and
plates and the sides of jars and bowls and include
chevron stamping, combing, roller stamping,
thumbed strips and incised lines. Tile fragments,
flower pots, a drainage pipe and stove tile fragments
were recovered from 18th-century and later contexts.

Regional imports

A Cisteraan Iva" r?08
This fabric is characterised by inclusions of quam,
iron ore and sandstones, producing a generally
'lumpy' feel. Most vessels were very finely potted, the
inclusions often protruding through the surfaces into
the glaze. When fired normally the fabric appears
brick red, but when overfired a virtual stoneware was
produced to the colour of dark purple or grey. The
glaze was applied very thickly, often running towards
the bases of vessels which often showed signs of
saggar ftring by the adhering sand grains.

This fabric was one of the most conunon recorded
in post-medieval contexts (333 sherds), although it
was probably only produced between the early 16th
and mid 17th centuries. The earliest sherds were
recovered from pre-destruction contexts (phase 3e),
including relaid floors and occupation or disuse silts
on floor surfaces. The vessels represented arc
handled cups of Cistercian ware type including
waisted, bulbous forms with opposing handles, and
posset pot types with inset rims for lids. A fluted
splayed base, possibly from a ftgurine or goblet, was
recovered from a robbing context post-dating
demolition (phase 4c) (fig, 94, 130). Sherds from
primary rubble deposits indicate the production of
straight-sided corrugated tankards or cups during the
16th and into the 17th centuries (ftg. 94, 131-3).The

fabric also occurs in Gloucester (Vince 1983a,11' 60)
but the source remains unidentified.

H"'jordshi" Border wa", F224
The fabric is characteristically inclusionless with a
high mica content, fired mainly to an orange red.
Two phases of production of this industry were
represented here: copies of Raeren stoneware
drinking jugs with frilled bases and olive glaze, dated
to the 16th century (fig, 94, 135-6), and later kitchen
wares, represented by internally glazed bowl sherds
produced in the 17th and 18th centuries (ftg. 94,
137).Five sherds from copies of stoneware jugs were
noted, including a base fragment stratified in a late
abbey floor dated to after c. 1500. Sherds stratified at
the East Gate site in Gloucester (Vince 1983a, 134,
fig. 81, nos. 128, 139) were dated to the late 16th
century. Seven sherds from later bowls were noted. A
sherd from an internallyglazed bowl was present in a
primary destruction context of the abbey (phase 4b)
and may be intrusive; other sherds occurred in
robbing contexts and later gardening features.

Continental imports

Frend:flasks F248 (not illustrated)
Six sherds of flat, round flasks in a grey stoneware
fabric with reddish brown gloss were noted
representing examples ofHurst's Type II flasksdated
to the 16th century (Hurst 1966). A single sherd was
stratified in a late abbey context (phase 3e) and one in
a robbing context. Other sherds were residual in later
contexts.

Saintonge wa" r?45 (not illustrated)
A single example of a chafing dish rim with comb
stamped decoration and splashes of copper-green
glaze dated to the early 16th century (Hurst 1974,
233-47) was residual in a culvert associated with
gardening activity (phase 5).

Ra",n stoneware F225
Surprisingly, only a single sherd from a typical
drinking jug was stratified in a context associated
with the alterations to the chapter house (phase 3e).
The majority of examples were recovered from post
destruction rubble and robbing features, or were
residual in later garden features. With the exception
of a large flat-based ribbed jug which possibly had an
applied face mask (ftg. 95, 164) and an unglazed
cordoned jug neck, all other sherds belonged to
typical squat drinking jugs with frilled bases (fig. 95,
161-3).

Cologne stoneware F228
Three vessels were recovered representing two
globular drinking jugs and a straight-sided tankard,
dated to the mid 16th century. The drinking jugs
provide examples of two types of typical decoration:
twining roses and rose leaves (ftg. 95, 165) and sprigs
of oak leaves (fig. 95, 166). The tankard was a tiny
fragment displaying a figure of Eve facing left. The
earliest stratified example (no. 165) was present in a

,
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primary rubble deposit (phase 4b) with joining sherds
in redeposited rubble caused by later robbing and
gardening activity. No. 166 was present in a robbing
feature post-dating primary rubble contexts (phase 4c).

Frecben stoneware F216
Sherds of typical Frechen drinking jugs were
extremely common in contexts post-dating the
destruction of the abbey in roughly equal amounts to
sherds of Ashton Keynes earthenwares (F201) and
Cistercian ware cups (F208) suggesting use into the
17th century. However, several sherds did occur in
late contexts (phase 3e), including levelling for a floor
in the north transept, silts built up on floor surfaces
and alterations to the chapter house. Sherds from
'Bellarmine' type bottles were relatively uncommon,
but examples were present in robbing and rubble
deposits post-dating the abbey destruction (phases
4a-b). A large jug or bottle with applied roses was
residual in a post-destruction context (fig. 95, 168).

Siegbu'l!, stoneware F253
A single fragment of a tall, straight-sided tankard in
an unglazed, off-white stoneware dated to the late
16th century, was residual in a gardening context
(phase 5) (fig. 95, 179). The sherd displays applique
decoration in the form of an urn and foliage.

Tin-gla'i!d ware F209 (not illustrated)
The earliest tin-glazed wares on the site were sherds
from thin-walled higWy decorated 'Albarellos', ten of
which were recognised (detailed descriptions are in
the archive). One of these occurred in a late floor laid
in the north transept chapel. This was a small
fragment with blue painted decoration and may be
intrusive. Burnt sherds were recovered from a pit
associated with a hearth in the area of the undercroft
which may pre-date the demolition of the abbey.
These sherds were analysed and the tin-glazing
confirmed (Biek and Gillies n.d.). Other sherds were
recovered from post-destruction contexts, including
robbing features and rubble deposits, some of which
may represent continental imports. Two small
fragments with cobalt blue glaze may represent
examples of 'flower vases' from the south
Netherlands, dated to the early 16th century,
although neither was stratified in a contcrnporary
context. Two tiny sherds in a white powdery fabric
similar to that used in tin-glazed wares, but with a
bright green glaze (F266), may represent fragments
ofan 'Albarello', but were residual in garden contexts.

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE EARLY
17TH CENTURY

Regional products

Surrey-Hampshire border ware F222
Fourteen sherds in total does not imply a major
source of kitchen wares, but rather a trickle of
products from this industry. The majority of sherds
belong to bowls. Where profiles were present two

forms are indicated: a flanged rim deep bowl (fig. 94,
142), and a bead rimmed bowl with horizontally
applied handle (fig. 94, 141). This vessel was the
earliest stratified example in phase 4b. A single
example of a tripod pipkin was noted, but was not
stratified in a contemporary context. Comparable
vessels were recovered from an early to mid 17th
century pit at St Ebbe's, Oxford (Mellor and Oakley
1984, 187, fig. 16, 5-9) and the keep of Farnham
Castle in Surrey dated to the Civil War period
(Moorhouse 1971, fig. 2). An onion-shaped knob of
a chafing dish was also noted residuallyin topsoils. A
similar example' is recorded at Basing House, Hants
(Moorhouse 1970,46, fig. 10, 23) dated to the second
quarter of the 17th century.

Table wares are represented by four sherds from
ribbed barrel-shaped mugs, contemporary with
similar mugs in tin-glazed ware (ftg. 94, 143-4) and
Fulham stoneware (fig. 94, 148-9). These examples
display a mottled brown glaze in imitation of
stoneware (Haslam 1975, 173). None of these sherds
was usefullystratified.

A mariued ware F226
A singlerim ofa cup or tankard in a marbled red and
white clay with dark brown glaze (fig. 94, 134) was
stratified in a post-destruction context

A sandy black-glazed ware F242
nus sandy red earthenware with black glaze is a
common component of 17th-century assemblages in
East Anglia. Ten sherds were identified mainly
belonging to tall, ribbed, handled tankards, with one
example of a two-handled cup base with impressed
climples (fig. 94, 138). The earliest stratified examples
occurred in primary rubble deposits (phase 4b),
including no. 138, with examples in robbing features
and later contexts associated with gardening activity.

A fine sandy earthenware F251 (not illustrated)
Several sherds were singled out from the bulk 0 f
Ashton Keynes earthenware due to the fine-grained
texture and inclusion free fabric. The fabric is not
dissimilar to products from Donyatt, Somerset and
represent internally glazed jar sherds, including a rim
with top-mounted bucket handle, one of which was
stratified in a primary rubble deposit (phase 4b).

Imported wares

Merida wares F227
nus characteristically laminated micaceous fabric
was only represented by three sherds inclucling a
bowl rim (fig. 95, 177), a ?lid (fig. 95, 178), and the
side of a barrel-shaped heavily knife-trimmed costrel
(fig. 95, 176). No. 177 was stratified in a
post-destruction pit while nos. 176 and 178 were
found in contexts associated with garden activity.

MartincampJlasks F229
A single sherd of a Type III flask (Hurst 1966, 57) in
a dark red ware was stratified in a post-destruction
context.
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FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE LATE
17TH AND EARLY 18TH CENTURIES

Local products

Flowerpots F252 (not illustrated)
All flowerpot sherds were grouped together under a
separate number, although on examination almost all
were found to have been produced in the Ashton
Keynes fabric. A single unglazed base in a micaceous
fabric may have come from Cranham In

Gloucestershire. All examples were from plain
flowerpots with bulbous rims, often painted with a
white slip band. A shallow curving walled bowl was
also noted. Sherds were recovered exclusively from
four areas of the site (65 BI<, BM, BN and BP), and
despite ample evidence for gardening activity were
not numerous (17 sherds), the majority found in
garden soils (phases 5-6) and redeposited rubble.

Rcgional import

Tin-glazed wares .1-'""209
It is possible that some of the decorated Albarello
sherds from post-destruction contexts may have
been produced in London (see above p. 109). It has
not been possible to attribute provenance WIth
certainty. The earliest stratified example of English
tin-glazed wares occurred in post-destruction rubble
(phase 4b) in the form of fragments of a manganese
purple speckled globular jug and handle (not
illustrated). However, tin-glazed wares. were ~ot

much in evidence until contexts associated with
gardening, redeposited rubble layers and IBth
century rubbish pits where a range of products was
noted. The source of many of these products IS likely
to be Bristol with some examples from London (D.
Dawson pers. comm.). A single example of a late
17th-century white barrel-shaped mug (fig. 94, 144)
was residual in a late 17th or early 'lSth-century
context. A bottle rim imitating a stoneware form was
unstratified. The remaining vessel types belong to a
period between the late 17th and mid 18th centuries
and include squat 'drug jars' decorated WIth blue,
mauve and yellow paint (fig. 94, 145; fig. 97, 191);
small ointment pots (fig. 97, 192); lead glazed backed
decorated plates; flat blue painted plates (fig. 97,
201); chamber pots in a variety of sizes (fig. 94, 147;
fig. 97, 190) with one or two examples with blue
painted decoration; small bowls probably umtaung
Chinese Porcelain tea bowls including examples with
imitation Chinese blue and white decoration (fig. 94,
146); and a single example of a flanged ?coffee or tea
pot lid.

Staffordshire wares

Moulded slip-wareplates F213
These wares were relatively uncommon mainly
occurring as rubbish survivals in garden soils, with
the exception ofvessels recovered from the phase 6a
pit (fig. 97, 202-3).

Whee/-thrown slip decorated plates r""212
Oniy two sherds were noted, one example in a rubble
context (fig. 94, 159), the other in topsoil.

Slip decorated hollow wares .1-'""241
Very few sherds were recognised and many of these
very tiny fragments. It seems possible that some of
these were derived from Bristol (Barton 1961). Many
of the fragments appear to have belonged to handled
drinking vessels or chamber pots. A small globular
vessel with upright rim (fig. 94, 158) can be paralleled
with a similar example at the Albion Square kiln site,
Stoke-on-Trent (Celoria and Kelly 1973, no. 154).
Examples were stratified in redeposited rubble
deposits and garden soils.

Black-glazed iuare: r""238
Sherds of this ware were fairly numerous compared
to other Staffordshire products (29 sherds) and
mainly belonged to tall,handled cu~s, or tygs (fi~. 94,
155-7), including two examples WIth white painted
slip decoration. Thicker body sherds may belong to
chamber pots. A single example of a bowl or plate
rim occurred in the 18th-century pit, BP I 4. Other
stratified examples occurred in rubble deposits
(phase 4b), robbing features (phase 40), garden
features (phase 5) and 18th-century pits (phase 6).

Iron streaked warts r""236
Sherds of these wares were more numerous than
other Staffordshire products (54 sherds) representing
two vessel types in equal numbers: tankards with
ribbed sides (fig. 94, 150-1) and round-bellied
chamber pots (fig. 97, 196). Sherds of tankards were
recovered from robbing features which post-dated
primary rubble deposits (phase 40) and a redeposited
rubble context, possibly associated with garden
activity (phase 5), but the majority of sherds came
from topsoils. The phase 6a pit produced two
chamber pot bases and a tankard rim.

EartySta.JJordshire stonouares F261
Six sherds were noted of which five belonged to
cylindrical tankards. One example of a white slipped
vessel with brown dipped rim (fig. 94, 153) was
residual in a late 18th-century robbing trench, while a
base and rim were present in the mid 18th-century
phase 6a pit (fig. 97, 199). A turned bowl or drinking
vessel with iron brown slip was residual in topsoils.

Other regional wares

Nottingham stonnuares r""249
This ware was uncommon (5 sherds) and occurred
largely as residual material in topsoils with the
exception of a bowl rim and tankard sherds 10 the
phase 6a pit. The remaining sherds represent
fragments of a tankard with rouletted decoration, a
drinking cup and a possible bowl.

Hilham stoneuare r""263
Four sherds from ribbed barrel-shaped tankards of
types current c. 1680 (C Green pers. comm.) to the
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early 18th century (fig. 94, 148-9). Two were present
in garden contexts, the remaining residual in topsoils.

Continental imports

Westerwald stoneware F217
Nineteen sherds were recovered representing two
drinking vessel forms: globular drinking jugs (two
sherds) and cylindrical tankards. Few were stratified
usefully, occurring mainly in topsoils and late 18th
century redeposited rubble, although two sherds
from tankards occurred in the phase 6a pit (fig. 97,
193). Decorative features on tankards include blue
painted 'clubs', painted diamonds, blue stripes, a
'GR' crest, incised fleur de Iys, and blue chequer
pattern. A sherd from a globular vessel was
decorated with vertical ribbons of moulded circles
and diamonds painted with blue and purple.

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE LATE
18TH CENTURY

'Local' products

An inclusionless earthenware r--:?60
It seems likely that tills fabric represents a refined
inclusionless variant of Ashton Keynes ware (F201).
Four sherds were recognised representing three
vessels. A shallow bowl, internally glazed with brown
gloss on the exterior was present in the phase 6a pit
(fig. 96, 187) with an adjoining sherd in later phase
6d; other sherds were present in garden soils.

Regional products

A micaceous earthenware withiron .1:'""'267
This red earthenware is highly micaceous with
characteristic tempering of black iron ore specks, but
the source is unknown. A single vessel was recovered
from garden soil (phase 5): a small ointment jar with
a white underglaze slip perhaps in imitation of
tin-glazed wares (fig. 94, 139).

Staffirdshire white salt-glazed stoneware r--:?15
All sherds (18 in total) belonged to a variety of table
wares including three examples of moulded plates
with decorative rims; bowls with turned bases,
including one example with 'scratch blue' decoration
(fig. 97, 197); several examples of 'slop bowls' with
pulled or moulded spouts (fig. 97, 194-5); and a lid
from a tea or coffee pot (fig. 96, 187). A single sherd
from a jug may be a 19th-century intrusion in topsoil.
A group of these vessels was recovered from the
phase 6a pit including the 'scratch blue' vessel, while
other sherds occurred in redeposited rubble dated to
the late 18th century and include a sherd from a
tankard with chevron rouletting and moulded plate
rims.

Staffordshire black glazed eitcbe» wares F256
A single sherd from a black-glazed deep bowl was
recovered from the phase 6a pit.

Staffirdshire brown-bodied wares F257
A single rim of a small jar or coffee or tea pot was
stratified in pit BP 14 (fig. 97, 188).

An unidentified ?London stoneware F237
The base of a ribbed tankard with white slip and
band of brown paint on base was residual in topsoils.

FABRICS PRESENT FROM THE LATE
18TH CENTURY

Regional products

Cream uar» r--:?11
A single sherd from a plate was present in topsoil.

Wedgewood Basalt ware F258
A single fragment of a machine turned ?coffee pot
was stratified in late 18th-century phase 6d.

Cream bodied ironstone wares F259
A single sherd from a kitchen bowl was stratified in
late 18th-century phase 6d.

Transferprinted ware F214
Four sherds from plates were recognised, all
decorated with the ubiquitous willow pattern,
stratified in late rubble spreads and robbing features.

Imported wares

Chineseporcelain F218
Three small fragments were noted all representing
tea-wares; a small cup with painted blue flower (fig.
95, 180) was unstratified in topsoil. Fragments of
?sauccrs were recovered from a structure in area BP I
and a late rubble spread (BJ XN 2).

DISCUSSION

THE ANGLO-SAXON POTTERY

The four sherds described above (F255) would
appear to be the only pottery of tills petiod to have
been recovered so far from within the town walls.
Several sherds of hand-made, grass-tempered pottery
were recovered during excavations in the
amphitheatre (Wacher 1976, 16); a small, stamped
accessory vessel was found with a burial at Barton
Farm (Brown 1976, 32, fig. 3.3), dated to the 6th
century; and a scatter of sherds was recovered during
the construction of the Circncester ring-road in 1982
and included a fragment from a stamped vessel in
addition to plain domestic pottery in sand-tempered,
chaff-tempered and quartzite-tempered fabrics. The
recognition ofpottery of tills period at the abbey may
suggest some form of post-Roman occupation,
perhaps the ditch noted above (p. 7).

Late Anglo-Saxon wares were not present as a
defined group on the site. The hiatus, in ceramic
terms, between the early to mid Anglo-Saxon and the
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medieval period noted at St John's Hospital (Vince
1982, 205) has yet to he filled. None of the structures
attributed to this period produced contemporary
pottery, and there were no residual sherds which
could be dated to this period with any certainty.
Sherds from glazed, wheel-thrown pitchers occurred
in two fabrics (F247, F254) in later contexts, and it
seems likely that these 'vessels belong to the
post-Conquest period. There is also as yet no
evidence to suggest that the earliest occurring
medieval fabrics (F231, F202) were present on the
site in the late Anglo-Saxon period.

MEDIEVAL POTTERY

The medieval pottery was unequally distributed
through the stratigraphy of the site: the groups used
for comparative purposes between periods are
derived from assemblages formed artificially from
pottery deposited in unconnected features of rougWy
contemporary date, rather than a number of key
groups of similar site and type of deposit (for
example, rubbish pits) which were not present here.
This method is clearly not a satisfactory way of
producing an analysis of the changes in pottery
supply over a period of time, and cannot fully take
account of the human agency involved in the
deposits, but it does enable a certain amount of
information to be extracted about the sources of
supply, and also to trace change in the uses to which
pottery was put over a period of time.

Sources of pottery supply
From the late 11th to the 15th century 'locally'
produced wares form the bulk of the pottery
assemblages examined. These wares are derived from
two sources, one of which supplied predominantly
domestic utensils, the other mainly table wares. A
coarse limestone-tempered ware (F202), precise
source unknown but thought to be local to
Cirencester on petrological evidence (Vince 1982)
and bearing a marked similarity to wares from the
Forest of Wychwood (M. Mellor pers. comm.), first
appears on the site in post-Conquest, but pre-abbey
contexts in significant quantities. Large 'groups' of
vessels in this fabric were present in contexts
associated with the construction of the abbey and
include some examples of table wares, indicating that
finer vessels were attempted. Thereafter a certain
proportion of almost every medieval context
containing pottery produced some sherds of this
ware and it is clearlv difficult to know to what extent
this material may be residual. Examples of tripod
pitchers and a hand-made balluster jug suggest that
the pottery was still operating into the 13th century,
in which case very little typological change is
apparent in the design of simple cooking vessels.

The second source is Minety, in the Forest of
Bradon (F200) whose products first appear on the
site with the construction of the abbey. This industry
is known to have produced a characteristic type of
cooking pot in the 12th and 13th centuries, rather

more sophisticated in manufacture to those
produced by small, local potteties, which it traded
over a wide area (Vince 1985) few of which were
found here. Similarly the industry produced
elaborately decorated tripod pitchers in the 12th and
13th centuries, and in the 13th and 14th centuries,
decorated jugs, but most of the sherds from this site
suggest plainer wares were supplied to the abbey.
However at some point in the 15th century, this
industry took account of changing styles in domestic
pottery and produced a range of typically 'Tudor'
wares - meat dishes, chafing dishes, large conical
flanged bowls, pipkins, inkwells and upright cisterns.
This 'progressive' urge did not last long because the
speckly, pale glazed wares must have looked
'old-fashioned' beside the new fashion for clear
glazed red earthenwares which became popular from
the early 16th century and there is some typological
evidence to suggest that the Minety potters
abandoned their ttaditional area of production
around Minety for pastures new at Ashton Keynes
some miles away (F201). Examples of these later
wares were present in latest abbey and early
post-destruction contexts.

In the earlymedievalperiod there are few examples
of wares reaching the site from further afield. A
second type of limestone-tempered ware with added
flint (F231)appears only in post-conquest, pre-abbey
features, with one or two residual sherds in abbey
construction contexts, and representing almost
totally sherds from a single beehive base. The source
of this fabric is unknown, but it has been noted at
Cricklade, Toothill and Swindon (unpublished sites
in north Wilts). Five sherds from glazed
wheel-thrown pitchers of Stamford type (F247;
F254), only one of which was stratified in a
post-conquest context, point to more specialised,
expensive, table wares being brought in from a
considerable distance, suggesting that in the late 11th
century no local producer could provide wares of
equal quality.

In the 12th century, only one sherd from a type of
cooking pot known to have been produced in south
Wilts (F240) was noted, with a second from a pit
outside the west front of the abbey. This ware is
extremely common on sites of the period in
Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, and its almost
complete absence here is interesting. A similar
situation was noted at St John's Hospital,
Cirencester, with only single sherds from alternative
domestic pottery producers (F203; F20S), neither of
which occurred at the abbey. Likewise, only two
sherds were noted of non-local tripod pitchers, of a
type common in Oxford at this period (F221).

By contrast, this pattern begins to alter with the
emerging fashion for elaborately decorated and
btightly coloured jugs first noticeable in the early
13th century, which local potteries did not seem to
provide, although Minety jugs could be higWy
decorative. The earliest context producing sherds of
this type 0 f jug is the courtyard outside the west
front, where sherds from bright copper green jugs
from Stamford (Lines) (F268) and higWy decorated
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jugs from Ham Green in Bristol (F206) were
recovered, in addition to a further example of a
non-local tripod pitcher (F270). By the second half
of the 13th century additional, and different, sources
of these jugs are represented, and on the limited
evidence available from contexts within the abbey, it
would appear that the same sources of supply were
used in the 14th century also. Minety jugs were more
abundant in deposits - but plain. The most common
sources of decorated jugs were those potteries at Brill
(Bucks) (F207) and Nash Hill (north Wilts) (F219).
Evidence for this is augmented by assessing the
proportions of sherds in post-destruction pits and
rubble layers. Several sources could not be clarified,
but are clearly non-local (F223; F233; F234; F235;
F269). In addition, sherds of Worcester-type jugs
were also present (F239).

There is a transitional period between the late
medieval and early post-medieval periods in which
wares of medieval appearance and origin clearly
linger into the new world of Renaissance refinery
with its changing requirements and continental
imports. The Minety industry is one of these,
although the efforts of the potters to progress into
the new age are noticeable. Sherds from 'medieval'
style jugs from Bristol potteries (F262) and smaller
more fashionable jugs from Malvern Chase, Worcs
(F204) occur in latest abbey contexts, which are
clearly marked by the almost sudden appearance of
new vessel types, potting techniques and styles of
wares from a wide range of sources, including the
continent. This opening up of trade in pottery marks
the end of the traditional potteries which served
English markets for many centuries and the
adaptation and development of others into the
post-medieval world.

Changes in pottery usage in the medieval period
The most noticeable feature of the assemblages of
pottery between the late 11th and early 13th
centuries is the predominance of the hand-made jar,
or cooking pot. These vessels would appear to
conform to a demand for specific sizes; although
most were similar, some were noticeably larger than
others. With few exceptions the vessels were globular
with upright or everted rims and sagging bases.
Relatively few examples of straight-sided vessels with
flanged, or 'club' rims were recovered (c. 1% of the
total), and it seems likely that the function of these in
the kitchen would have been different. The majority
were produced in a coarse limestone-tempered ware
(F202), but this pattern is not altered by the
appearance of rare cooking pots in other fabrics
(F200; F240). Indeed it seems possible that there was
no open market in cooking pots at the abbey and that
demand was directed to a particular producer.
During the 13th century and thereafter until the end
of the medieval period, the ceramic cooking vessel is
less and less visible in the record. Once F202 ceased
production at some point in the 13th century,
products from Minety (F200) did not
correspondingly rise in subsequent assemblages.
Rather the type of vessel changed. Very large

wheel-thrown jars were produced by the Minety
potteries during the late 13th and 14th centuries and
later. Some of these may have been bung-hole
cisterns, or jars for storage. Possibly this decline
represents the use of metal cauldrons at this time.
However, during the 15th century and into the
post-medieval period, small, handled and lidded
pipkins, or cooking vessels reappear. These vessels
were made by Minety whilst other examples of
wheel-thrown cooking wares from other sources are
represented by sherds of vessels from Malvern
Chase, Worcs (F204).

Domestic utensils apart from jars were very rare
until the late medieval period here. In late 11th and
12th-century contexts only a single example of a
handle socket for a bowl (fig. 88, 26) and the rim of a
shallow bowl or pan was recognised (both in F202).
Fourteenth-century contexts in the eastern extension
produced a single sherd recognisable from a cistern
in F200, although some sherds attributed to large jars
may have belonged to cisterns. A small cylindrical
cistern on tripod feet was recovered from a late
medieval pit outside the west front (F200; fig. 89, 53).
It seems likely that some of the large pans or conical
bowls produced by the Minety industry in the late
medieval period would have been used in dairy
production (fig. 90, 60-4).

Until the late medieval period pottery vessels used
at table were almost exclusively used to dispense
beverages. These vessels were clearly distinguished
from domestic pottery by more precise potting-and
firing;glazes to provide an impervious container, and
decorations to delight those who used them. They
would have been treasured longer than ordinary
earthenwares and were obtained from potteries
which specialised in their production, sometimes
from far afield. This pattern is visible on the present
site together with a greater demand for table wares
over a period of time. During the late 11th century
such items were rare in the post-conquest contexts.
A single sherd from a glazed wheel-thrown, spouted
pitcher, possibly from Stamford was noted (F254).
Residual sherds produced five examples in total. In
abbey construction contexts several examples of
unglazed spouted pitchers of a similar form, some
with stamped decoration, indicate that small
quantities of table wares were produced by the local
industry (F202; fig. 88, 22) These vessels were
relatively small and open-mouthed, although tall rims
may have prevented spillages.

Larger, hand-made tripod pitchers (spouted,
although no examples were noted here) with strong
handles and constricted necks first appear on the site
in contexts associated with the abbey construction.
These vessels are glazed partially at the base
internally and overall externally and may be
elaborately decorated. The majority of examples
were produced by the Minety potteries (F200), with
one or two 'copies' in the coarser local fabric (F202)
and only rare examples from potteries outside the
area (F221; F270; ?F232). Where larger fragments
of the Minety products were recovered these do not
show the elaboration of decoration or of handle
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construction noted in the 12th century in Gloucester
(Vince 19830, 126) and only pulled spouts were noted

, here. Tripod pitchers appear to have continued in
use well into the 13th century here, with examples
occurring in a group of the mid 13th century in the
undercroft.

Tripod pitchers are large globular vessels, but at
some point in the early 13th century a preference for
tall, narrow jugs, with pulled clearly defined spouts
came about. Presumably these were lighter and easier
to pour, but they could be thrown on a wheel with
the emphasis placed upon hand applied decoration.
The earliest examples on the present site are sherds
from wheel-thrown Stamford jugs in bright copper
green (F268) and hand-made vessels with elaborate
applied decoration from Ham Green, Bristol (F206).
The mid to late 13th-century assemblage in the
undercroft and residual material from
post-destruction pits in this area indicate that by the
second half of the 13th century a few specialist
potteries were mass-producing fairly sophisticated
products. Examples were reaching the abbey from
Brill, Bucks (F207), Nash Hill, Wilts (F219) and the
Worcester area (F239), with odd sherds from other
jugs from a variety of (unidentified) non-local
sources. However, these elaborately decorated pieces
would appear to have been a passing fashion,
because, amongst the relatively few sherds stratified
within the 14th and later century contexts of the
abbey, there is a marked preference for plain, dark
green glazed jugs, often potted very thinly and
precisely on a fast wheel. By the latest contexts in the
life of the abbey jug sherds have become a relatively
unimportant feature of the assemblages to be
replaced by a sudden influx of vessels for the
consumption of beverages, in three wide range of
forms and from a range of sources including
continental Europe. There is insufficient
stratigraphic evidence to be able to pin this transition
down, or to be able to determine when early types of
drinking vessels, such as those produced in 'Tudor
Green' (F220) make their first appearance, but sherds
of a Cistercian ware cup (F244) were present in silts
which had built up behind the choir stalls in which
three coins dated to the late 15th century, were

deposited. Presumably by the late 15th or early 16th
century more sophisticated vessels in other materials
were used for the serving of beverages at table in
keeping with the general increase in demand for
refinements by the wealthy at this time.

Throughout the medieval period miscellaneous
vessels were produced in pottery where,
presumably, no other material would have been
suitable, and which added to the repertoires of the
potteries. These miscellaneous products provide an
indication of local, specialised, demand and
localised 'traditional' products. During the early
medieval period, post-conquest contexts produced
few such products. A single example of a 'beehive
base' or 'West Country Vessel' was noted in F231.
This vessel has a shallow form like a truncated
cooking pot with a flat base and perforated sides.
The function is obscure. Many other, larger,
perforated vessels were recovered from contexts
between the 12th and late 13th centuries in F200
and F202. These vessels have opposing handles and
are oval, rather than circular and have strengthening
bands of applied clay around the rim. Some arc
sooted and burnt internally, and were first recorded
as curfews, but they do not have top louvres or a
top mounted handle. Others are glazed internally
and sooted externally, and have knife-cut sagging
bases; perhaps they are pans. The perforations are
evenly spaced just below the clay band a f the rim. A
large group of sherds was stratified in the
undercroft and other examples are present in
post-destruction contexts in this area. Other
examples were found in trenches outside the west
front. Similarly, the function remains obscure.

During the late medieval period the number of
ceramic oddities increased as though a certain
amount of experimentation was taking place. The
abbey site provides a glimpse of this with the
recovery of an inkwell or condiment set from a
Bristol pottery (F262, fig. 91, 73); monel' boxes, one
of which was stratified in the silts below the choir
stalls (F250, fig. 93, 114), with other examples in
Minety ware (F200) from post-destruction contexts,
and a tiny ?chafingdish with a yellowglaze (F200, fig.
89,56).



TABLE 1: THE CIRENCESTER POST-ROMAN POTTERY TYPE-FABRIC SERIES

For abbreviations used here sec page 98. Note that number F246 was not assigned.

rorrmc SURFACE
TF NAME & SOURCE HARDNESS COLOUR INCLUSIONS VESSEL lYPES TECHNIQUE. TREATMENr DE.CORA1l0N Dl\TING REFERENCES

PARALL£'.LS

200 Minety wares: Minery,NE Hard Reduced Oolitic limestone, H~rrp. HMCP, handled Btl Lead glaze Combing, applied EI2-M13 Dunning 1949
'Selsey common Wiltshire core, lighr tempering, rare pans Of curfews, ridge tiles, strips, slashing Musty 1973
ware' grey;pinkish quart't: grains dripping pans Vince t 979b,29
Gloucester TF 44 buff surfaces Jugs, jars, bowls, pipkins, wr 13th- Vince t 982, 202
Bath fabricT (5YR 7/4) lids, skillets, cisterns, money E16th Vince 1983a,126,130
Oxford Fabric BB boxes, chafing dishes Vince 1985

201 Ashton Keynes Ashton Hard Oxidised Sand-tempered Jugs, jars, bowls, pipkins, WI' Lead glaze Roller St:lIllpS EI6-L18 Vince 1983a,132
wares, Keynes, Light red with rare chalk, lids, plates, chafing dishes,
Gloucester TF 80 NE Wiltshire (5YR 7/8); red/black iron ore tankards, chamber pots,

can be flowerpots.
reduced
Dark grey Dripping pans, ridge tiles, HJ\f

stove tiles, drains

202 Coarse limestone - Plocal to Soft to hard Brownish Oolitic & other HMCP, bowls, lamps, HM Rarely glazed Stamped L11-L12? Vince 1982, 203
tempered ware Circncestcr through to limestone, red iron spouted pitchers, tripod or early

light red are. Quartz grains pitchers, jugs, handled pans 13th
(5YR 5/6- or curfews
Z\'R. 5/6) or
black & dark

, <:rev
203 Malvcrnian cooking Malvern Hard Dark brown Malvernian rock HMCP HM E12 Vince 1977a

pots Hills fragments, quartz Vince 1982,203-4
Gloucester TF 40 grains, mica Vince 1983a,126

204 Malvemiaa glazed Malvern HanJ Light red Malvemian rock, Jugs, jars, CP, bowls, pipkins, WI' Lead glaze with 14-E17th Vince 1977a

w"'" Hills, (5YR 7/6) to quartz grains chafing dishes copper green Vince 1982,205
Gloucester TF 52 Herefords & pinkish (5YR flacks Vince 198311,132

Wares 7/4)

205 East Wilts/Berks, ?Berkshire H",d Dark grey, Quartz sand, grey CP HM I2-13th Haldan & Mellor
flint-tempered through buff flint fragments, 1977,115
ware: Oxford fabric to pinkish chalk inclusions l\fellor 1980a
AQ Vince 1982,204

206. Ham Green ware Pi1.1., Bristol H"'d Reduced Quartz & limestone Jug; HM Lead glaze combing. incised lines E·M13th Barton 1963
Gloucester TF 53 grey pinkish sand, clay pellets applied pads & strips Vince 1979b,29
Bath Fabric I surfaces Vince 1982,204

where visible
•

207 Brill-type wares Brill, Bucks Hard Pale creamy Quartz, rare iron Jug; wr Lead glaze with Rouletting stamps. M13-14th Haldan & Mellor
Oxford fabrics AM & other buff to pir..k ore copper paint, applied strips 1977118·119; Mellor
&AW sources (5YR 7/6) 1980b, 177-17~Jope

1954



POTIlNG SURFACE
TF NAl\fE& SOURCE HARDNESS COLOUR INCLUSIONS VESSEL 1YPES TECHNIQUE TREAThfENT DECORATION DATING REFERENCES

PARALLELS

208 Cistercian Wares Unknown Hard Dark Quartz grains, Handled cups, goblet? wr Iron rich lead Applied white clay E16-E17 Vince 1983a, 132
Gloucester red/brown ?sandstone frags, glaze pads
TF60? (25YR 6/6) iron are

209 Tin-glazed wares London, Soft to hard Off-white to Rare iron arc 'Albarellos', ointment pots, wr,moulded Tin glaze, lead Painted EI6-LlB
Bristol & buff & pink plates, cups, bowls, mugs, glaze on plate
Netherlands chamber pots backs

210 verwood ware Dorset Hard Dark pink Quartz sand Bowl or jar wr Lead glaze L17th

211 "Cream wares" Staffs Hard Pale cream Table services wr,slip Glazed 1Bth
moulded

212 Wheelthrown Staffs Hard Pinkish Clay streaks, red Plates WI' Lead glaze White slip trailing Ll7 Celoria & Kelly 1973
slip-decorated (2.5YR 6/6) iron are
wares

213 "Slip-ware" Staffs H",d Pale buff to Red clay streaks Circular & oblong plates Moulded Lead glaze Brown & 'red' trailed Ll7-M18 Kelly & Greaves 1974
light brown slip, impressed cockle
rlOYR B/4\ shells around rims

214 Transfer printed Staffs & other Vl=d Off white Table services, chamber pots Moulded, slip Glaze Transfers applied Lt8-19th
"China" sources cast

215 White salt-glazed Staffs V han! Off white Table services wr,tumed salt glaze Mouldings incised ~1-L18th Kelly & Greaves 1974
stonewarcs moulded blue filled lines

216 Frechen Rhineland V han! Blue-grey Drinking jugs, bottles wr Mottled salt glaze Applied moulded J\I1~

stoneware motifs M17th

217 Westerwald Rhineland v bard Blue-grey Tankards wr Blue-grey salt Incised lines, paint Ll7-
glaze moulded motifs i\1l8th

21B Porcelain China, Japan V hard Off white, Table services wr, turned Clear glaze Painted 18-19th+
translucent

219 Nash Hill wares Nash Hill, NW Hw Darl< Quartz sand. Jugs, tiles, ridge tile, Louvre wr,HM White slip, lead Paint L13-14th McCarthy 1974
Wuts reddish- sandstone, iron glaze with copper

brown(5YR
7/ffi

220 "Tudor Green" Surrey /Hants H,n! Off-white QlWt2 sand Handled cups, jugs, chafing wr Copper glaze, 15-E16th Holling 19TI
dish? lead glaze

221 Oxford medieval Unknown Hw Grey to Quartz sand White slip, Vince forthcoming
ware?; Newbury brown copper glaze
fabric S

222 Surrey/Hants Surrey/Hants Hard Off-white to Quartz sand. iron Tripod pipkins, bowls, wr Lead glaze Ribbing EI7th Holling 1971
border wares cream ore & chalk chafing dishes, mugs Haslam 1975

frasments
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223 unknown Hard Pale grey Quartz sand, rare Jug \'VT Lead glaze Thumbed down base L13th?
black iron

224 Fine micaceous Gloucs/Her Soft to hard Reddish- Rare iron ore Copies of Raeren jugs, bowls WI' Lead glaze Grilled base E16-18th Vince 1977b
earthen ware efords yellow (5YR Vince 1983a,134
Gloucester TF 54 border (/6)

225 Raeren stonewares Rhineland V hard Blue-grey Drinking jugs \'VT Salt glaze Frilled bases E-M16th Hurst 1964

226 Marbled Cistercian Unknown Hard Red & cream Quartz grains Handled cups WI' Lead glaze ~-[+L16th?

ware claysmixed

227 Merida ware Ibcri'Jn Hard Pinkish Quartz & rock Costre!s, bowls lid wr turned IS-17th Hurst 1977
I peninsular I (5YR 7/6) fragments, mica

228 Cologne stoneware Germany V hard Brownish Drinking jugs, tankards WI' Brown salt Applied moulded Mt6th
g<ey motifs

229 Martincamp flasks N France V hard Palegrey Bottles or flasks \'VT Kiln gloss 15-E17th Hurst 1960-64

230 Early Ashton NE Wilts? Hurl Reduced Quartz & oolitic Pipkins, jugs lids, bowls wr Lead glaze Combing r.is-
Keynes core, buff to limestone 'sand' El6th?

light red
surfaces

211 NE Wilts? Soft Light brown Oolitic limestone, HMCP HM 12th or
(5YR5/3) flint, shell and 'Beehive' earlier

Guaetz

232 Unknown Soft Pale buff Quartz sand, rare Jugs \'VT Lead glaze Applied strips, fmger L13th-?
Pslate, iron ore nail impressions,

comins
233 Unknown Hard Pale orange Quartz sand, (sub- Jugs \'VT Copper glaze Applied strips L13th-?

(5YR7/4) rounded milky &
grey core clear gr:tins)

214 Unknown Haw Buff to Quartz sand, rare Jugs \'VT Lead glaze Slashing L13th?
brown (SYR ?chert & iron ore

6/6) b""Y
core

215 Unknown V soft Pale pink (5 Fine quartz Jugs \'VT Copper glaze on L13th-?
YR 8/4) interior

236 Iron-glazed ware Staffs Vh=I Buff(lOYR Clay pellets, iron Tankards, chamber pOIS \'VT G"" Ribbing L17- Kelly 197.1
8(3) 0" M18th

237 Miscellaneous, unpro....cnanced stoncwares

'<.
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•
PO'lTrNG SURFACE ",.

TF NAME & SOURCE HARDNESS COLOUR INCLUSIONS VESSEL 1YPES TECHNIQUE TREATMENT DECORATION DATING REFERENCES
PARALLELS

238 Black-glazedwares Staffs & V hard Brick red Quartz grains, Handled cups, chamber pots wr Lead glaze L17-EI8th
Midlands (IOYR 6/8) sandstone, clay

pellets, iron ore

239 Worcester-type jugs Wares/Glos Hwl Reddish- Quartz sand, rare Jugs wr White slip copper Rouletting. applied 13th Barton 1967
? brown (5YR iron ore and ghz' pads & strips

7/6) sandstone

240 Bath fabric 'N: W.Wilts Hwl Dk brown, Polished quartz,
Gloucester TF 48 to black or flint, mica, chalky

buff limestone in varying
amounts

241 "Slipwares" Staffs or Hard Clay pellets, rare Handled cups, chamber pots WI Glazed Painted slips L17-18th Barton 1961
Bristol tron ore Celona & Kelly 1973

242 Black-glazed wares East Anglia Soft Brick red Fine quartz Handled cups wr Lead glaze Ribbing 17th
(2.5YR 6/6)

243 Miscellaneous,
unprovenenced
earthenwares

244 Cistercian ware ?Gloucs Hard Rare quartz Handled cups, goblet? lids WI Lead applied L1S-16th •
white day pads

245 'Saintonge' ware SW France Soft Off white Abundant mica Jugs, chafing dishes WI' Lead glaze Moulded faces. IS-16th Hurst 1974
combs stamps

247 Unknown Hard Off-white Fine quartz-sand, Spouted pitcher WI Crackled lead L11th? Biddle & Barclay 1974
(similar to rare black iron are glaze
Winchester
ware?)

248 French flasks Hurst 1966
249 Nottingham Nons v herd Fine quartz Tankards Wfrumed Iron wash salt Rouletting 18th

glaze

250 Micaceous ware Unknown Hard Light red Oolitic limestone, Jug, money box WI Lead glaze Frilled base L15-16th
?Iocal I (2.5YR 6/6\ I quartz, iron ore

251 Sandy earthenware Unknown, Hard Reddish Quartz sand, iron J= wr Leadghz' 17th?
possibly (2.5YR 6/8) 0"
Oonyatt

252 Miscellaneous flower pots

253 Sicgburg stoneware Germany v bard Cream to Beaker, tankard wr Applied moulded IS-16th Beckmann 1974
f!'cy friezes

254 Unknown H",d Off-white Fine quartz Spouted pitcher WI' Lead glaze L11th?
(possibly
Sumfo,d?)
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255 Hand-made early Sa."on wares - see
I p. 103

256 Black-glazed howls Staffs H",d Mixed red & Quartz grains, iron Large deep bowls wr Red slip LlBth Celona & Kelly 1973
cream clays ore?

257 Brown wares Staffs Hard Chocolate Tea & coffee pots wr Glazed Incised lines M-L18th
brown

25B Wcdgcwood black Staffs V hard Charcoal Table services Slipcesr, turned Moulded M-L18th
basalte, jasper ware grey, black, onwards
,to blue green

259 Cream-bodied Staffs etc V hard Buff-cream Kitchen bowls, plates etc Moulded Glazed Moulded LlB-19th
kitchen wares onwards

260 Sand-free ware NE Wilts? V hard Brick red Rare oolitic Bowls wr Glazed M18th
(lOR 6/8) limestone, iron ore

261 Early Staffs Staffs V hard Cream to Drinking cups, tankards \VI'turned Iron & white Ribbing E-M 18th Kelly 1973
stoneware W'Y washes, salt

glazed

262 BristoliRedcliffe Bristol V hard Grey core Quartz sand, clay Jugs, inkwell set Wr,HM Lead glaze with L13-1Sth Dawson, Jackson &
ware pinkish pellets copper Ponsford 1972

surfaces
(SYR7/6)

263 Fulham stoneware London V hard Pale grey Black iron specks Mugs wr Salt glaze Ribbing L17-E18th Chrctophers,
Hazelgrove & Pearccy
1974

264 Stoneware ?London V hard Cream Black iron are Tankard wr White slip, salt 18th
glaze

265 N French jugs N France Hard Off white Quartz grains mica Jug wr: Lead glaze 13th

266 ?Netherlands Soft Off white V fine guartz ?Albarello wr Bright green 16th
glaae

267 Unknown Soft Reddish Fine quartz & black Ointment pot wr White slip 17th?
(2.SYR 6/6) iron sand, mica .

268 Developed Stamford Han! Off-white Rare iron & ?ehalk Jugs wr Copper glaze Ll2-E13th Kiknuny1977,1980
Stamford

269 Unknown, Soft Buff to Quartz sand, rare Jugs wr Lead glaze Applied strips, L13-14th? Musty, Algar &
possibly or cream iron are stabbing folded base Ewence 1969
Laverstock, S (7.5YR 7/4)
Wilts?

270 Unknown Han! Off-white Quartz sand, white HM Lead glaze Applied pellets, E13th?
clay pellets combing

,

o



120 CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS IV

TABLE 2: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS AND VESSEL TYPES IN POST-CONQUEST CONTE},.'TS PRIOR TO
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ABBEY (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASEIb Hand-made CPs Beehive bases Glazed Intrusions Total
VESSEL 1l1'E pitchers

FABRIC 1'255 1'202 1'231 1'231 1'254

ROBBING OF SAXON
WALLS 1 47 1 1 1'2061 51

'GRAVEYARD'SOILS 17 F269? 18

'NORMAN'STRUCTURE 6 6 Pl Vcssel \2

TOTAL 1 70 1 6 1 2 81

TABLE 3: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS AND VESSEL TYPES IN CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED \'(I[TH THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE ABBEY (c. 1130 to c. 1176) (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASE2 Hand-made CPs Unglazed Bowl Lamps Hand-made 1"1'5 Curfew Total
VESSEL lYPE SP's / Pan

FABRIC 1'202 F231 1'240 1'202 1'202 1'202 1'202 1'200 1'221 1'200

MAKE-UP LAYERS
rro LEVEL SI11,) 106 1 15 1 8 1 1 133

MAKE-UP LAYERS
(pOR FLOORING) 286 2 23 2 4 7 1 325

12TH CENT. FLOORS
(MORTAR AND CLi\Y) 3 3

FOUNDATION
PACKING 11 1
OF 12TH CENT.
WALLS

TOTAL 395 2 1 38 1 2 5 15 2 1 462



TABLE 4: INCIDENCE OF FABRICSAND VESSEL lYPE DURING THE USE OF THE ABBEY: CONTEXTS OUTSIDE THE WEST FRONT
OF THE ABBEY PRODUCING EARLY TO MID 13TH-CENTURY MATERL-\L (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASE 3. Hand-made CPs Hand-made TPs Beehive Curfew/ Spouted Jugs Total
VESSEL TYPE base Pan pitcher

FABRIC 1'255 1'202 1'240 1'200 1'202 1'200 1'270 1'202 1'202/ 1'202 1'200 1'206 1'268 1'265 1'233 1'243
1'200

PITS/ROBBING
EARLIER TI-L\N 88 I 2 10 1 1 103
COURTYARD

MAKE UP LAYERS 1 75 4 1
FOR COURTYARD I 82

COURIYARD 50 3 41 1 2 1 9 1 108
SURFACES

POST HOLES/
FEATURES CUT
THROUGH 1/ 3 3 1 8
COURTYARD

MEDIEVAL DITCH
CUTTING 2 6 1 1 1 11
COURTYARD

PITS LATER THAN 17 2 19
COUR1YARD

TOTAL 1 232 1 3 3 66 1 1 3 1 4 9 2 2 1 1 331 N-



TABLE 5: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS & VESSEL TYPES DURING THE USE OF THE ABBEY
l\IID 13TH TO 15TH CENTURIES (SHERD COUNT ONLY)

PHASE3b-d VESSEL lYI'E HMCP SP HMTP Panl Jugs wr Cistern Cup Total
?Curfew lars

FABRIC 202 231 202 200 202 202/200 202 200 207 223 219 239 269 233 262 204 200 200 220

REPAIRS TO FLOORING IN
UNDERCROFT PRIOR TO 49 1 36 2 c.90 1 18 5 6 2 210
ERECTION OF PARTITION 3b

ERECTION OF TIMBER 2 1 3
PARTITION IN UNDERCROFT 3b

FLOORING POST-DATING 11 36 6 5 1 59
PARTITION 3c

CONSTRUCTION OF NORTH 7 1 1 9
TRANSEIYf APSE EXTENSTION 3c

CONSTRUCTION OF EASTERN
EXTENTION; NEW FLOORS; 1 1 1 3
BUTRESSING 3c

INSERTION OF TOMBS IN
EASTERN EXTENSION 3c I 5 6

TOMB IN SOUTH pRESBYfERY
AISLE 3c 1 1 2

COBBLED AREA OUTSIDE WEST
FRONT 3c 1 1

ALTERATIONS TO CI.\USTRAL
RANGE 3c 6 12 1 10 2 31

PIT OUTSIDE WEST FRONT 3d 2 Iv 3v

PRE-DESTRUCTION DEPOSITS
OUTSIDE WEST FRONT 3d 1 1 1 3 1 1 8

TOTAL 74 1 1 88 3 c.90 1 18 15 11 2 1 2 10 3 1 II 2 1 335
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TABLE 6: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS & VESSEL TYPES DURING THE LATEST USE OF THE ABBEY (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASE3.
VESSEL TYPE HMCP I-IMTP Jugs Flask Cistern Drinking jugs WfJars Lids Conical Money Drug Drinking cups Total

bowl box Jars

FABRIC 202 200 200 269 201 248 200 225 224 216 200 201 200 200 201 250 209 244 208 220

RELAID & REPAIRED
FLOORING IN USE 3 1 1 I? 1 1 7 1 2 1 1 4 14 38
BEFORE
DEMOLITION

SOIL BUILT UP ON
FLOOR SURFACES 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 4 12

SOIL BUILT UP
BEI-llND & BELOW Iv 1 2
CHOIR STALLS

ALTERATIONS TO
THE CHAPTER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 8 1 19
HOUSE

TOTAL 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 8 1 1 2 3 Iv 1 8 23 5 71



124 CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS lV

TABLE 7: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS & VESSEL TYPES AT TIME OF ABBEY DEMOLITION AND THROUGHOUT
DESTRUCTION PERIOD (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASE4a-c Mise jars Pipkins Lids Chamber Cistern Jug:;
VESSEL 1Yl'E pots

FABRIC 200 204 201 243 251? 200 230 201 200 201 251 200 200 201 204 230

ROBBING 2 1 1v 2 1
PRE-DATING
RUBBLE
DEPOSITS 4a

PRIMARY 5 7 1 1 I 1 1 1? 1 5 11 7 6
RUBBLE
DEPOSITS 4b

ROBBING
1'OST- 4 1 1 1 8
DATING
RUBBLE
DEPOSITS 4c

TOTAL 9 1 9 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 8 20 7 6

PHASE4a-c Drinkingjugs Flask Drug 'BottIe Cups Tankards
VESSEL jars

1Yl'E
FABRIC 224 225 228 216 209 248 209 216 208 220 244 242 238 201 236

Phase 4a 4 2 2 11 1

Phase 4b 2 7 1 26 Iv 1 3 59 5 17 1 1?'" 6

Phase 4c 1 1 9 2 15 1 1 l' 1 l'

TOTAL 2 8 2 39 1 3 2 5 85 6 19 1 2' 7 l'

PHASE4a-c Misebowls Plates Chafing Meat Money Goblet/ Total
VESSEL 'JYPE dish dishes boxes ?figurc

FABRIC 200 201 230 251 227 224 222 201 251 201 200 201 200 250 208

Phase 4a 2 3 2? 1 35

Phase4b 7 37 1 2 1 1 7 1 2 2 1 1 1 252

Phase 4c 22 1 5 76

TOTAL 7 61 4 2 1 1 1 14 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 363

* = possible intrusions



THE POTTERY

TABLE 8: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS & VESSEL TIrES IN FEATIJRES ASSOCIATED WITH
GARDENING ACTIVITIES - 17TH TO EARLY 18TH CENTIJRIES (SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

125

PHASE5 Jars Lids Jugs Drinking jugs Tankards
VESSEL'IypE

FABRIC 201 204 201 201 220 204 224 225 228 216 217 237 201 253 263 236

FLOWER BEDS &
LINEAR 1 2 21 1 2 1 21 1 5 1 1 2
FEATURES 5,
GRAVEL PATI-IS,
DRIVES 5, 1 2 1 1 1 2
CONSTRUCTION
OFGAIUJEN 1 1 5
WALLS 5,
DRAINAGE
FEA'IUIU;S 5, 1 1 9 1 1
REDEPOSITED
RUBBLE 5b 7 1 1 2 1
RUBBISH PITS
EAIU,IER THAN 2 1 2 3 3 1
c..1710 5c

TOTAL 10 2 1 27 1 4 1 5 4 37 1 1 10 1 1 4

PHASE5 Cups Bottles/ Flasks Chafing Skill Mise bowls
VESSEL'IYPE dishes et

FABRIC 220 244 208 238 242 241 209 248 216 227 201 245 201 201 222 224 204
FLOWER BEDS &
LINEAR 3 6 26 2 1 2 11 1 2 1 44 2 2 1
FEATUIUlS 5,
GRAVEL PATHS
& DRIVES Sa 3 4

CONSTRUCTION
OF GARDEN 4 1
WALl.'; 5,
DRAINAGE
FEATURK~ Sa 1 7 2 1 2 1 5 1
RliDEpOSn'ED
RUBBLE 5b 3 4 41 3 1 1 1 3 9 1 1
EARLIER THAN
c. 1710 5c 2 3 1 6 1

TOTAL 6 13 84 8 4 1 1 3 12 1 7 1 1 69 2 4 3

PHASE5 Plates Chamber Meat Flower Mise vessels Total
VESSEL'lYPE pots dish POts

FABRIC 201 230 209 213 215 209 201 201 252 209 267 266
FLOWER BEDS &
LINEAR 16 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 193
FEATURES 5,
GRAVEL PATI IS
& DRIVES Sa 15
CONSTRUCI'ION
OF GARDEN 12
WAIJ$ Sa
DRAINAGI':
FEATURES 5, 2 1 2 1 39
REDEpOSITI;D
RUBBLE 5b 3 1 84
RUBBISH PITS
EAIU .JER THAN 1 1 27
c. 1710 5c

TOTAL 22 1 3 1 2 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 370



126 CIRENCESTER EXCAVATIONS IV

TABLE 9: INCIDENCE OF FABRICS & VESSEL TYPES IN 18TH-CENTURY FEATURES
(SHERD COUNTS ONLY)

PHASE6 Kitchen wares Table wares

VESSEL
TYPE

Jug Lid Howls Plates Tankards
FABRIC 201 201 201 256 259 260 209 213 215 238 214 201 201 241 261 217 236 249 215 238

I'll' BI' I 4 4 10 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 I 1
6.

STONE
SmUCTURE 2 1 2 1 1
& CULVERT

6b

LATE 2 11 2 1 5 1 1 1
RUBBLE
SI'IUiADS

6c

STONY 1 1 1
LAYER

6d

TOTAL 9 1 23 1 1 1 1 2 2 I 1 5 1 I 2 2 1 1 2 1

PHASE6 Tea/Coffee wares Chafing Drug jars Chamber Flower Drain Total
dish etc pots pots pipe

VESSEL TYPE

FABRIC 215 257 258 218 201 209 209 236 252 201

PITBI' I 4 6 1 2 2 38
6.

STONE STRUCTURE
& CULVERT I 2 10

6b

LATE RUBBLE I 2 I 28
SPREADS

6c

STONY LAYER 1 I 1 6
6d

TOTAL 6 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 82



TIlE POTTERY 127

CATALOGUE OF ILLUSTRATED
POTTERY

Fig. 87
1. HMCP/beehive base?, F231, oxidised surfaces,
grey core. BH IV 34, pre-abbey 'Norman' structure,
phase lb.
2. HMCP, F202, coarse fabric, fired dark brown. BP
VII 10, robbing of Saxon buildings, phase 1b.
3. HMCP, F202, fired black throughout. BP VII 2,
robbing of Saxon buildings, phase 1b.
4. HMCP, F202, spalled surfaces, decorated rim top.
BT I 17, stony layer pre-dating courtyard, phase 3a.
5. HMCP, F202, join visible where rim moulded to
body of vessel. BV II 21, 12th-13th century context,
phase 3.
6. HMCP, F202. BV I 6.
7. HMCP, F202, coarse fabric fired grey-brown
overall. BV II 19.
8. HMCP, F202. 65 BK V 21/25, make-up layer for
abbey construction, phase 2.
9. HMCP, F202, neck slashed at the join of the strip of
clay used for the rim and the body of the vessel. 65 BK
V 21125, make-up layerfor abbey construction, phase 2.
10. HMCP, F202, the lip of the rim was probably
formed by hand rotation. BV III 11, rubble
associated with courtyard, phase 3a.
11. HMCP, F202, fired black throughout. BV I lE.
12. HMCP, F202, wheel-finished rim, reduced grey,
burnt? BH V 28, make-up layer for 12th-century
flooring, phase 2
13. HMCP, F202, sooting on exterior. BV III 29, pit,
phase 3a.
14. HMCP, F202, fired black throughout. BV III 35,
robber trench, phase 1b.
15. HMCP, F202, hand-rotated rim with finger
tipping. BP I 11, feature associated with a stone
drain, phase 6b?
16. HMCP, F202, sooted. BV IV 28, levelling for
floor in undercroft, phase 3b.
17. HMCP, F202, blackened overall. BV III 24,
trough, possibly robbing trench, phase 3a.
18. HMCP, F202?, blackened overall. BT I 19, stony
layer associated with courtyard, phase 3a,
19. HMCP, F202, sooted on exterior. BH IV 28,
levelling for floor in undercroft, phase 3b.
20. HMCP, F202, oxidised brown interior, sooted
exterior. BH IV 28, levelling for floor in undercroft,
phase 3b.
21. HMCP, F202, fired black. BP II 11, robbing
feature, phase 1b.

Hg.88
22. Spouted pitcher, F202, oxidised orangey-brown.
BT I 1, VIS.
23. HMCP/pitcher, F202, oxidised surfaces, stamp
shown in inset. BG VII 34, make-up layer for 12th
century floor, phase 2.
24. Pitcher, F202, oxidised light brown surfaces,
stamp is shown in inset. BT 11, ViS.
25. Pitcher, F202, oxidised surfaces, interior leached,
stamp shown in inset. BH IV 31, make-up level for
12th-century 1100r, phase 2.

26. Spout from a pitcher or socket handle of a Pbowl,
F202, oxidised orange-brown surfaces. BV I 6.
27. Lid or lamp, F202, crudely shaped. BH VII 18,
make-up layer for 12th-century 1100r in chapter
house, phase 2.
28. Handle of ?pitcher, F202, oxidised reddish
brown, decorated with rows of stabbing. BJ IX 2,
robbing feature, post-abbey destruction, residual,
phase 40.
29. HM bowl, dish or fry pan, F202, sooted exterior.
BG III 21, levelling for abbey construction, phase 2.
30. HMTP, F202?, sparse glaze on handle. BG IV
23, pre-rlissolution or post-demolition disturbed
layer, phase 3e-4.
31. HMTP, F202?, thinly applied glaze to exterior,
possibly F200. BV III 11, rubble associated with
courtyard, phase 3a.
32. HMTP, F202, pale yellow glaze, comb
decoration. BH IX 1, topsoil, ViS.
33. Curfew or pan?, F202, internally sooted and
spalled. BH VI 17, levelling in undercroft, phase 3b.
34a. HM jug, F202, patchy spots of glaze, rim
wheel-finished, oxidised, BH X 4, rubble deposit,
post-dissolution, residual, phase 4b
34b HM jug, F202, unglazed, oxidised. BH VI 17,
levelling in undercroft, phase 3b.
35. Jug or TP, F200, elaborate slashing on handle,
applied pellets on rim top, very dark green glaze. BM
III 6, rubble deposit, post-dissolution, phase 4b.
36. Globular jar or pitcher, F200, glazed on exterior,
leached on interior. BG VII 12, redeposited rubble,
post-dissolution, residual, phase 5.
37. HMTP, F200, glazed inside and out. BN IV 10,
unphased.
38. HMTP, F200, overall glaze, deep slashes parallel
to bandle, method of fixing by clay plug visible. BV
III 5, courtyard outside west front of abbey, phase
3a.
39. HMTP, F200, handle; deep central slash with
side slashing, patchy glaze. BH V 45, make-up layer
for 12th-century 1100r in chapter house, phase 2.

Hg.89
40. HM jar, F200, reduced, internally glazed,
decorated with stabbing and combing. BV III 28, pit,
phase 3a.
41. HMCP, F200, ?wheel-finished rim, glazed
internally. BV III 28, pit, phase 3a.
42. wrcpIjar, F200, unglazed. BP V 6 Pit, residual,
phase 3.
43. wrcp/jar, F200, splash ofglaze on rim top. BH
X 2, flower bed, residual, phase 5.
44. wrcpIpipkin, with lid-seat, F200, band ofglaze
on rim top and splashes on exterior. BJ XVII 1,
residual, V IS.
45. wrcpIpipkin, with lid-seat, F200, splashes of
glaze on rim top and neck. BP I 6, residual, phase 5-6.
46. Pipkin with lid-seating, F200, thin external cover
ofglaze, sooted. BJ XIV 2, residual, late 18th-century
rubble spreads, phase 6c.
47. Lid of pipkin, F200, wheel-thrown and turned,
splashes of glaze and considerable sooting on
exterior. BL V 14, robbing ofcrossing area, phase 4a.
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48. Pipkin with straight handle, F200, bib of glaze
below handle. BJ VIII 7, rubble layer, phase 4b.
49. Dripping pan/meat dish, F200, hand-made,
splashes of glaze internally. BH V 8, rubble layer,
phase 4b.
50. wr jug, F200, strap handle diagonally slashed,
thin, patchy glaze, residual? BG IV 33, pit, phase 4a.
51. wr jug, F200, runnels of glaze in direction of
rim mouth. BN I 11, intrusive in mixed layer, phase 2.
52. wr jug, F200, handle scar, oxidised with splashes
of glaze. BN IV 8, residual, phase 5-6.
53. Cistern, F200, splashes of glaze on shoulder. BP
I 19, 15th-century pit, phase 3d.
54. Top of money box?/lid knob?, F200, thin coating
of glaze on the exterior. BP III 4, robber trench,
residual.
55. Money box/bottle?, F200, unglazed. BL V 6,
rubble deposit, phase 4b.
56. Chafing dish, F200, thick yellow glaze overall. 65
BK I 4, flower bed, phase 5.

Fig. 90
57. Curfew/pan?, F200, internally sooted, splashes
of glaze on exterior, hand-made. BH VI 17, levelling
in undercroft, phase 3b.
58. Curfew/pan?, F200, internal glazing, horizontal
slashes on handle, hand-made. BN I 9, redeposited
rubble, residual, phase 5.
59. Curfew/pan?, F200, internally glazed, handle
attached to vessel by 'plug', hand-made. BV III 7, pit,
phase 3a.
60. Bowl ,wr, F200, unglazed. BP IV 1, residual, V/S.
61. Conical bowl, F200, internally glazed. BJ XIV 2,
late 18th-century rubble spreads, residual, phase 6c.
62. Conical bowl, F200, wavey combed decoration,
glazed on interior. BM II 1, topsoil, residual.
63. Conical bowl, F200, glazed internally. BJ XIV 2,
late 18th-century rubble spreads, residual, phase 6c.
64. Conical bowl, F200, splashes ofglaze on interior.
BJ XII 2, rubble layer, phase 4b.
65. Conical bowl/platter, F200, combed decoration
on flange. BJ XII 2, rubble layer, phase 4b.

Fig. 91
66. HMCP/pitcher, F240, oxidised brown surfaces.
BL IX 7, make-up layer for abbey construction,
phase 2.
67. HMCP, F240, oxidised brown surfaces. BV III
29, pit, phase 3a.
68. wr jug, F268, patches of copper green glaze on
exterior. BT I 21, L-shaped ditch post-dating
courtyard, phase 3a.
69a & b. HM jug, F206, external glaze. BV III 6, pit
earlier than courtyard, phase 3a.
70a. wr jug, F207, glaze runnels in direction of rim
mouth. BG IV 21, rubbish survival?, phase 4a.
70b. wr jug, F207, elaborate decoration: rouletted,
applied strips, painted. BG IV 23, 17, disturbed layer,
phase 4a.
71. wr jug, F219, white slip under copper green
glaze. BG IV 33, pit, phase 4a.
72. wr jug, F262, internal glaze. BP II 8, soil layer,
pre-destruction of abbey?, phase 3d.

73. Inkwell set? F262, overall glaze, hand-made. BP
II 7, rubble, residual, phase 4b.
74. WI? jug, F269?, stabbed decoration, clear
exterior glaze. BP II 11, robbing feature, intrusive,
phase lb.
75. wr jug. F269? folded thumbed base, copper
speckled glaze. BJ XIV 2, late 18th-century rubble
spreads, residual, phase 6c.
76. wr jug, F233, applied strip decoration, copper
green glaze. BG V 48, levelling for floor in north end
of cloisters, phase 3c.
77. Pipkin, F201/230?, rim glazed on the interior,
oxidised surfaces. BL X 4, robbing ofrubble, phase 40.
78. Pipkin/jar, F201, internal glaze on rim, oxidised,
residual. BM V 2, redeposited rubble, phase 5.
79. Jar, F201, internal glaze, reduced. BL I 4,
redeposited rubble/soils, phase 4b.
80. Jar F201, internal glaze and on exterior shoulder,
oxidised. BL XI 3, redeposited rubble, phase 4b.
81. Jar/CP, F201, internal glaze on rim, oxidised.
BN III 2, rubble, phase 4b.
82. Jar /CP, F201, internal glaze, stamp on neck of
vessel, reduced. BN I 9, redeposited rubble, phase 5.
83. Jar/CP, F201, internal glaze, reduced. BM I 22,
gravel path in garden, phase 5.
84. Bowl/jar, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BN III
2, rubble, phase 4b.

.Fig.92
85. Curving-walled bowl, F201, internal glaze. BJ IX
3, linear feature in garden, phase 5.
86. Curving-walled bowl, F201, internal glaze,
oxidised. BG V 8, late pit, phase 6.
87. Curving-walled bowl, F201, internal glaze,
reduced. BL IV 5, flower bed, phase 5.
88. Bowl? F201, oxidised. BG V 29, pit in garden,
phase 5.
89. Curving-walled bowl/jar, internal glaze, reduced
core. BL VII, topsoil, residual, V/S.
90. Bowl with moulded rim, F201, internal glaze,
reduced core. BM III 1, flower bed, phase 5.
91. Jar, F201, internal glaze, reduced core. BJ XIV 2,
late 18th-century rubble spread, phase 6c.
92. Bowl F201, internal glaze, oxidised. 65 BK VII 1,
residual, V IS.
93. Bowl, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BH IV 1,
topsoil, residual, V IS.
94. Straight-sided jar, F201, thumbed applied neck
strip. 64 BK I 4, flower bed, phase 5.
95. Chafing dish, F201, internal glaze, reduced. BH
IX 6, culvert, phase 5.
96. Chafing dish, F201, internal glaze. BN IV 7,
18th-century layer, phase 5.
97. Chafing dish, F201, unglazed, reduced. BM V 2,
redeposited rubble, phase 5. .
98. Shallow bowl, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BH
V 5, linear feature, phase 5.
99. Bowl/cup? F201, internal glaze, reduced core.
BH V 12, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
100. Jug, F201, overall dark green glaze, oxidised
fabric. BM II 6, garden soil, phase 5.
101. Jug/tankard, F201,overall glaze, oxidised fabric.
BM III 2, flower bed, phase 5.
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102. Tankard, F201, imitation of stoneware fonn?
overall clear glaze, oxidised. BJ II 2, topsoil.
103. Tankard, F201, overall glaze, reduced. BJ XIII
I, topsoil.
104. Lid, F201, splashes of glaze on top only,
oxidised, 65 BX IX 2, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
105. Dripping pan/meat dish, F201, internal glaze,
reduced core. BJ XIV 3, rubble deposit, phase 4b.

tlg.93
106. Conical bowl, F201, internal glaze, burnt
exterior, reduced. BM II 6, garden soil, phase 5.
107. Conical bowl/dish, F201, internal glaze, reduced.
BM I 2, garden soil, phase 5.
108. Conical bowl, F201, internal glaze. BJ XIV 2,
late 18th-century rubble spreads, phase 6c.
109. Conical bowl/plate, F201, glaze splashed onto
interior, reduced, 65 BK II 7, robbing post-dating
primary destruction rubble, phase 4c.
110. Conical bowl/pancheon, F201, internal glaze,
reduced core. BM V 2, redeposited rubble, phase 5.
111. Plate, F201, decorated with chevron stamping,
internal glaze, reduced. BL XI 3, redeposited rubble,
phase 4b.
112. Plate/bowl, F201, decorated with chevron stamps,
glazed interior, reduced. BM III 1, flower bed, phase 5.
113. Conical bowl, F230, combed decoration,
internal glaze. BJ XIV 2, late 'lSth-century rubble
spreads, phase 6c.
114. Money box, F250, overfired with black core
and brown surfaces, glaze on exterior top. BL V 7, 6;
silts below choir stalls, phase 3e.
115. wrcp, F204, unglazed, oxidised, light brown.
64 BK I 4, flower bed, phase 5.
116. Chafing dish, F204, internal clear glaze, oxidised
light brown. BH XI 2, culvert, phase 5.
117. Bowl, F204, internal glaze, oxidised. BM IV 7,
redeposited rubble, phase 5.
118. Cooking pot/jar, F204, internal glaze, oxidised.
BM I 37, late abbey or post-destruction context,
phase3e/4.
119. Jar, F204, internal glaze, external sooting,
oxidised. BJ II/III I, topsoil, VIS.
120. Jar, F204, internal glaze, oxidised. BM II 6,
garden soil, phase 5.
121. Jar, F204, internal glaze, oxidised. BM II 7, soil,
phase 5.
122. Pipkin? F204, dark brown internal glaze,
stacking mark on handle. BP I 6, soil, phase 5-6.

Fig. 94
123. Lobed cup, F220, overall bright green glaze.
BN V I, residual, V/S.
124. Lid of posset pot, F244, external glaze, light
brown fabric, traces of applied white clay decoration.
BG I 16.
125. Posset pot, F244, dark brown fabric and glaze.
BJ IV 3, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
126. Three-handled cup, F214, light brown fabric,
overall glaze. BL V 6, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
127. ?Posset pot lid, F244, dark blackish glaze on
exterior only, applied white clay decoration; knob is
bare ofglaze and cut into a point. BH IX I, topsoil.

128. Goblet/salt cup? F244, external clear glaze,
light brown fabric. 65 BK IV 4, flower bed, phase 5.
129. Two-handled cup, F244, dark and overfired
fabric, traces of applied white clay pads on girth of
vessel. BG VIliS, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
130. Figurine? F208, vertical ribbed conical 'vessel',
black glaze. BL IV 6, robbing of abbey stones, phase
4a.
131. Handled cup, F208, black firing. BN III 2,
rubble, phase 4b.
132. Corrugated cup, F208, overtired, 'metallic'. BM
V 2, redeposited rubble, phase 5.
133. Posset pot, F208, 'metallic' glaze. BM I 1,
topsoil.
134. Corrugated cup, F226, dark brown glaze. BG V
6, rubble deposit, phase 4b.
135. Jng, F224, glazed on neck. BL IV 5, flower bed,
phase 5.
136. Drinking jug, F224, thick external glaze and
inside base, traces of incised decoration. BP I 16,
sandy soil, phase 5?
137. Bowl, F224, internal glaze, oxidised. BJ XIII I,
topsoil.
138. Two-handled cup, F242, dimples below handle
bases, black glaze, oxidised fabric. BM I 28, rubble
deposit, phase 4b.
139. Ointment pot, F267, oxidised earthenware,
covered by a cream slip, glazed overall. BH II 2,
garden context, phase 5.
140. Tripod pipkin, F222, pale green internal glaze,
sooted on exterior. 64 BK II 1/2, topsoil.
141. Beaded rim bowl, F222, horizontal handle,
internal glaze. BP II 7, rubble, phase 4b.
142. Flange rim bowl, F222, finely potted, yellow
internal glaze. BN I 2, stony layer, phase 5?
143a. Barrel mug, F222, brown mottled glaze. BN I
I, garden context, phase 5.
143b. Barrel mug, F222, dark brown glaze. BN I 1,
garden context, phase 5.
144. Barrel mug, F209, mauve tinged tin glaze,
kicked-up base. BG V 8, late pit, phase 6.
145. Drug jar, F209, blue, purple and yellow painted
decoration. BH XII, V/S
146. Tea cup? F209, blue painted decoration, glaze
'bubbled' in places. BP I 8, late pit, phase 6.
147. Chamber pot, F209, blue-tinged glaze, ?Bristol.
64 BK Ill, topsoil.
148. Tankard, F263, brown iron wash, salt-glazed.
BH IV I, topsoil.
149. Tankard, F263, brown iron wash, salt-glazed.
BH IX 4, garden context, phase 5.
150. Tankard, F236, dark brown glaze. BP I 1, V/S.
151.Tankard, F236, ribbing up entire vessel. BN VII3.
152. Tankard, F261, brown wash, salt glaze. BN V 1
V/S.
153. Tankard, F261, white slipped, brown paint on
rim, salt-glazed. BP II 4, garden context, phase 5.
154. Bowl/cup, F261, very finely thrown and turned,
brown wash and salt glaze. 64 BK II I, topsoil.
155. Handled cup, F238, thick black glaze. BJ IX 3,
linear feature in garden, phase 5.
156. Handled cup, F238, thick black glaze. BH II 2,
garden context, phase 5.
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157. Tyg, F238, blackglaze.BN II 2,robbing, phase 4c.
158. Globular cup or mug, F241, brown combed slip
decoration. 65 BK III 3, rubble, phase 4b.
159. Wheel-thrown plate, F212, white trailed slip
decoration. BG VII 3, later rubble, phase 6.

Frg.95
160. Chafing dish, F245, comb-stamped decoration,
splash ofglaze on rim. BH XI 2, culvert, phase 5.
161. Globular jug, F225, ribbed vessel, patchyiron
wash. BJ VII 4, rubble layer, phase 4b.
162. Globular jug, F225, ribbed vessel, patchy iron
wash. BJ VII 4, rubble, phase 4b.
163. Globular jug, ?F216, brown salt glaze. BH XI 2,
culvert, phase 5.
164. Globular jug, F225, ribbed vessel, wire cut and
cracked base. BH IV 2, garden context, redeposited
rubble, phase 5b.

165. Globular jug, F228, applied decoration of
four-petalled roses and twisting stems. BN III 2/II
3, rubble, phase 4b.
166. Globular jug, F228, matt grey finish, applied
oak sprigs and leaves. BL I 3, robbing, phase 4c.
167. Tankard, F228, brown salt-glazed stoneware,
moulded figure ofEve. BM III 1, flower bed, phase 5.
168. Ovoid jug, F216, applied raised spiral bosses
surrounded by petals. BL III 3, UIS.
169. Globular jug, F216. BM V 15, robbing, phase 4a.
170. Globular jug, F216, 'tiger skin' salt glaze. BG V
10.
171. Bottle?/ flask, F216,'tiger skin' salt glaze. BM I
20, garden context, phase 5.
172. Bottle/flask, F216, fine ribbing up to rim. BM I
26, garden context, phase 5.
173. Bottle/ flask, F216, applied small bearded faces
below collar. BH III 4, UIS.
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174. Bottle/flask, F216, brown speckled salt glaze.
BG V 8, late pit, phase 6.
175. Jug base, F216, wire-cut footring base. BJ I 4,
late pit, phase 6.
176. Costrel, F227, heavily knife-trimmed sides,
unglazed. BH X 2, flower bed, phase 5.
177. Bowl, F227, unglazed. BN I 6, late pit, phase 6.
178. ?Lid/bowl, F227, unglazed. BG V 8, late pit,
phase 6.
179. Tankard, F253, white unglazed stoneware,
applied decoration - an urn with foliage? BL V 3,
garden context, phase 5.
180. Tea cup, F218, blue-painted decoration of a
flower. 64 BK II 1, topsoil.

Fig. 96
181. Wide bowl with flanged rim, F201, internal
glaze,oxidised. BP I 4, mid 'lSth-century pit, phase 6.
182. Conical bowl, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BP
14, mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
183. Bowl, F201, thumbed rim, internal glaze. BP I
4, mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
184. Bowl base, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BP I
4, mid LSth-century pit, phase 6.
185. Straight-sided bowl, F201, grooved lines on
exterior, internal glaze. BP I 4, mid 18th-century pit,
phase 6.
186. Jug, F201, internal glaze, oxidised. BP I 4, mid
18th-century pit, phase 6.
187. Shallow dish/bowl, F260, reduced, internal
glaze. BP I 4, mid ISth-ccntury pit, phase 6.
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Fig. 97
188. Tea pot, F257, chocolate brown fabric with
overall clear glaze. BP I 4, mid 18th-century pit,
phase 6.
189. Tea pot/coffee pot lid, F215, knob missing,
crudely finished steam hole. BP I 4, mid 18th-century
pit, phase 6.
190. Chamber pot, F209, blue-tinged tin glaze. BP I
4, mid l Sth-century pit, phase 6.
191. Drug jar, F209, pale blue-painted decoration.
BP I 4, mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
192. Ointment pot, F209, white tin glaze. BP I 4,
mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
193. Tankard, F217, incised lines painted with blue
chequered design. BP I 4, mid 18th-century pit,
phase 6.
194. Bowl, F215, pulled out spout. BP I 4, mid
18th-century pit, phase 6.

195. Bowl, F215, angled spout. BP I 4, 'mid
18th-century pit, phase 6.
196. Chamber pot, F236, scoured interior. BP I 4,
mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
197. ?Bowl/jar, F215, scratchedblue-filled decoration.
BP I 4, mid l Sth-century pit, phase 6.
198. Bowl, F249, brown iron wash. BP I 4, mid
l Sth-century pit, phase 6.
199. Tankard, F215, turned base. BP I 4, mid
18th-century pit, phase 6.
200. Tankard, F201, stacking mark on base, overall
dark glaze. BP I 4, mid 'lSth-century pit, phase 6.
201. Plate, F209, blue-painted decoration. BP I 4,
mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
202. Plate, F213, marbled slip decoration. BP I 4,
mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
203. Oblong plate, F213, combed slip decoration.
BP I 4, mid 18th-century pit, phase 6.
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